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Despite concerns, FRA zoning approved
BY JAMES LEWIS

Staff Reporter
Despite concerns on the part of
about the effects
of having Kenyon construct its $60
million Fitness, Recreation and Athletic (FRA) center, the Gambier
Planning and Zoning Commission
Village residents

unanimously approved all of
Kenyon College's applications for
permits for construction of the FRA.

Doug Zipp, Special Assistant
to the President for Facilities Development, made an hour and a half
presentation to the Commission regarding the nature of Kenyon's nine
permit requests, and he unveiled
plans for the FRA himself. He was
joined by Superintendent of Building and Grounds Tom Lepley, Dan
Rutledge, an architect from Graham
Gund Architects and David
Berarducci, who worked on land- -

The final harvest?

scaping for the project.
The meeting was opened by
chair of the committee Susan Spaid,
who recused herself from the portion of the meeting regarding
approval of the FRA in accordance
with advice from Village attorneys.
Kenyon has offered to purchase
seven houses on Meadow Lane,
which will border the FRA, and
Spaid's home was one of those.
Vice-cha- ir
of the committee Ruth

Woehr presided over the approval
of the FRA permits.
Zippopened his presentation to
the committee, saying, "Our application is lengthy and addresses most
of the questions that nave been
raised." He pointed out that the proposal was a culmination of three
years of planning and meetings with
all parties concerned, including Village authorities and the commission
itself. Zipp said, "We are very con

fident that we have been ... good
neighbors ... We can guarantee you
we will continue to be good neigh-

bors."
Kenyon made several preliminary requests before the final vote
on the FRA zoning. One such request was for a permit allowing
Kenyon to demolish the 54 year old
Wertheimer field house. Zipp said
that the demolition would be up to
see FRA, page two

The Sounds of Silence

urban growth and suburban
expansion, County ponders its future
With

BY

LINDSEY WARNER
A&E Editor

"There is no possible way for
suburbia to coexist,"
Eric Helt, Moderator for Knox

farming and
said

County

Citizens for Smart Growth,

group that is dedicated to limiting urban development in Knox

a

County.

Citizens for Smart Growth, or
CSG, had

their first meeting Nov.

Mount Vernon, where Helt
presented a lecture that spelled out
the concerns of farmers and other
Knox County citizens uneasy about
the increasing number of people
moving into the county as well as
13 in

the

accompanying commercial
Approximately
50 concerned community members were present to hear the
lecture. Around 30
of these were

growth, or sprawl.

residents of Gambier or were otherwise affiliated with Kenyon. In
the meeting, Helt voiced his concern over Knox County's ranking
as one of the ten fastest growing
counties in Ohio and also stated
that the current plan for dealing
with development is no longer effective enough to cope with this
increased growth.
"Focus 2100 Knox County
Comprehensive Plan, created in
March of '98, is no longer stopping
sprawl since there are no methods
for carrying out the goals established in the plan," said Helt.
Since the creation of Focus
2100, four new public buildings
have been erected outside of the
designated boundary for urban development, where Upper Gilchrist
Road intersects Coshocton (Route
see FARMLAND, page 10
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Brian Cannon

Kenyon students and local residents stand in a silent vigil on Middle Path Sunday to protest potential
military action against Iraq. Vigils such as this are scheduled to occur every Sunday afternoon.

Even without coach, team looks ahead
BY BRYAN STOKES II
News Editor

Following the unexpected resignation of Head Football Coach Vince
Arduini on Nov. 13, Kenyon's football program continues to focus on
improving the team for next year.
"Arduini's resignation is sad.
He's one of the reasons I came to this
school, a major reason I came," said
Captain Dave Contrada '03. "He's a
really nice guy. Even if it might be
better for the football program in the
long run, I wish it didn't happen this
way."
"I didn't know it was coming.
Really, we weren't sure what
leave of absence,
we weren't really sure what was happening," said Captain Joe Craig '04. "I
can't say it was a complete surprise
after he took a leave of absence right
before a game, because that seems
hap-penedwhenhet-

A developer's

-

very odd anyway. But as far as leave
of absence and everything, it seems
pretty odd all in all."
"We were left in the dark, as we
are now, about why, so I think that this
was the only thing that was lingering,"
said Contrada. "But once we stepped
on the field, we dealt with it and played
football. The reason we got beat 79-was not because Coach Arduini was
not there."
Arduini'sdeparture hassaddened
and surprised some involved with the
team.
"Our assistant athletic director,
baseball coach Matt Burdette, used the
term that 'Vince Arduini has done a
0

yeoman'sjob with the program,"' said
Athletic Director Peter Smith. "He's
constantly strived to do the right thing
for the team, to have a group of young
men that has respected him, and likewise he has respected them."
"Wedidn 'twin, so there was that,
but I didn't see anything particular in
hiscoachingstyIe,"saidCraig. "Maybe
he didn't talk to admissions enough
about gettingplayers.Ourbiggest problem was lack of players more than the
way we were coached, in my opinion.
When you ' ve got 29 guysgoingagainst
160, chances are it's not going to be a
favorableoutcome. So maybe he could
see FOOTBALL,ag? two

ooka

Friday: Snow showers. High:

Saturday: Cloudy. High: 41F,
low: 29F.
Sunday: Scattered showers.

39F, low: 25F.

High:

Tonight: Mostly clear. High:

48F, low: 34F.

38F, low: 30F.
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FRA: Light pollution not an issue, says Zipp
CONTINUED FROM PAGEONE
EPA and OSHA standards and that
there would be "no getting around
that."
Zipp's two main proposals of
the evening were for the FRA itself,
and the parking lot adjacent to the
FRA. The parking lot itself would
lie south of the building, and ten
light poles would stand in the lot.
The lot would hold 128 spaces and
would include parkingforninebuses
at a time.
The FRA is intended to stand
between Duff Street and a Meadow

glass, which was used for the express
purpose of regulating the light emitted
by the building. The east side of the
building and the south face of the
building would be made out of a solid
corrugated metal.
Zipp took special time to preemptively address concerns of light
and noise pollution. Zipp said that
lighting pollution was, "a major concern of ours as well." He assured the
commission and residents at the meeting that the structure would "feel warm
and welcome" and would be the "image of a warm glowing box." He

to run further south.

promised that the light that would escape from the building would not exit
outwards. Zipp also said that the windows on the north face of the building
and the west side would be more aesthetically pleasing, because "This way
when you look at the building you're
going to look into it."

Lane

re-rout- ed

It's designed to be 560 feet long and
300 feet wide. On it's east and west
sides, it will stand 24 feet, and on its
north and south faces it will stand 53
feet . The struc tu re w ill cover an area o f
263,000 square feet, and will stand 80
feet back from both Duff Street and
Meadow Lane.
The building has what Zipp repeatedly calls, "a very unique design."
The structure itself is composed of all
glass and steel, including fifty skylights on the building, eight of which
are aligned right down the centerof the
roof. Zipp claimed that the structure
would not be an eyesore. Zipp said,
"It'll really be a wow effect when you
look at this building." Zipp contended
that it would not ruin the traditional
idyllic countryside view, saying that
from Peirce Patio in summer, the roof
would not be visible and that it would
still be hard to see in winter despite the
lack of foliage on the trees.
Two of the walls would be composed of glass, a special dot ceramic

Zipp also referred Council
members to a similar athletic structure designed by Gund at Hathaway
private school
Brown, an
located in Shaker Heights, a resiall-gir- ls

dential suburb of Cleveland.
According to studies, the only light
that would escape from the building
would be a sliver of light on property
that lay on the east side of the building. Zipp said that the light would be
the "equivalent of moonlight." He
added, "We are confident and our
engineers are confident that light
will not be an issue."
Zipp said that there was also no
need to worry about noise pollution
from the building. Machinery designed to service the building had

been moved to the basement for the
most part, with the exception of two
cooling towers and two grade air
returns. The FRA would not cause
the whining noise generated by the
Eaton Building and the new science
quad, since the compressors, which
cause those noises, would be placed
in the basement. Zipp emphasized
that the "building meets all Village
standards for the good neighbor policies," and that "we are actually well
within them."
Zipp presented a preview of the
facilitiesof the FRA. Thebuilding will
include a 200 meter indoor track, an
arena that would seat 1,400 people,
four indoor tennis courts and a
In addition, the FRA will
offer eight squash courts available
for recreational use, two study
room,
lounges and a
which Zipp said could be used for
dance and yoga. The building will
also boast a broadcast video lab, a
movie theater and will be used by
the dance and drama departments.
All of the facilities in the building
would be handicapped accessible.
Zipp described the weight and
fitness facilities as "absolutely enormous." The building will also
cafe, for lack of
contain a "pro-sho- p
a better name," which would offer
snacks and sporting merchandise.
Zipp stressed that the cafe would
only be a"grab and go type of thing,"
since it would not have seating, and
seating would be dispersed throughout the building. Zipp joked, "The
mayorcould hold court down there."
In conclusion, Zipp gave a brief
nata-toriu-

multi-purpo-

m.

se

was cut out by the use of the special
glass, and that only light from the
building itself was accounted for in

timeline that Kenyon hoped to stick
to in its construction. Kenyon hopes
to begin demolition of Wertheimer
by January of 2003 and begin construction by May of 2003. If all goes
well, construction will be completed
by the spring of 2005.
After Zipp concluded his presentation of the FRA, Woehr opened
the floor to comments from residents who had come to express
concerns, support or ask questions
about construction of the FRA.
Ann Starr '73, who lives on 110
Duff Street, said that she was, "very
worried about light pollution." She

that study. She also asked whether
motion detectors could possibly be
attached to the lights on the exterior
of the building, which were required
by Village safety ordinances to shine
upon the exits, or whether shades
could possibly be attached. Rutledge
said that it was unlikely that motion
detectors would meet village ordinances, but that it would be possible
to provide for shades on the lights.
Village Council member Audra
Ransburg called into question wording in the proposal, which stated that
thebuildingwould maintain theopen
space nature of the area, saying, "I
see a big building eating up all the

said that, despite assurances that light
emissions would be abated, the rural

setting of Gambier would be disturbed due to light from the FRA.
She expressed a fear of feeling as if
she would be living near a shopping
mall, and she asked the members of
the commission to comment on their
trip to Hathaway Brown and their
observations regarding light emissions.
Commission member Mark
Ramser commented that he was
"pretty impressed by how the type of
glass mitigated the light that was
emitted from the building." Commission member Tom Stamp
commented that, despite the fact that
Hathaway Brown had a glass roof
over the atrium, that the building was
not a "beacon."
Village resident Jennifer Farmer
had a series of her own questions
regarding the FRA, light pollution
and noise pollution. Rutledge said
that 40 percent of the light emission

'

grass."
Zipp responded, "I think we're
putting some positive things back
into the landscape." He said that
with the demolishment of the Ernst
Center, green space would be
added, and Givens pointed out that
a building south of the bike path
would also be demolished, which
would leave room for more green
space.
After villagers were done, the
commission itself had no major
questions for Zipp. After a few
technical questions about the building, the Board voted unanimously
to grant Kenyon the necessary permits to begin construction. Kenyon
has already received Village perMeadow Lane,
mission to
work which will begin in a week or
re-rou-

te

so.

Football: Looking for solutions
November

13-Novem-

ber

19, 2002

Nov. 16, 2:59 a.m. Fire alarm
at Leonard Hall, no smoke or fire
was found.
Nov. 16, 7:20 p.m. Underage
consumption of alcohol at
Hayes Hall, smoke detector acti Leonard Hall.
Nov. 16, 7:23 p.m. Underage posvated by dust.
Nov. 14, 12:28 a.m. Theft of session of alcohol at Leonard Hall.
backpack from hallway at Leonard Nov. 16, 10:21 p.m. Unregistered
gathering, underage consumption
Hall.
Nov. 14, 2:51 a.m. Fire in trash and possession of alcohol in room
cans outside of Post Office and at Gund Hall.
Nov. 16, 10:56 p.m. Underage
Chapel.
Nov. 14, 11:26 a.m. Vandalism consumption of alcohol at McBride
Residence.
and theft at Acland Apartments.
Nov. 15, 12:56 a.m. Fire in trash Nov. 17, 1:22 a.m. Drug usage in
McBride Residence.
can outside of Olin Library.
Nov. 15, 2:50 a.m. Medical call Nov. 17, 1:24 a.m. Vandalism
regarding student with burnt hand in restroom at Ascension Hall.
Nov. 17, 2:10 a.m. Fire alarm
at Watson Hall.
Nov. 15, 2:56 p.m. Drugs, para- at Olin Library, no smoke or fire
phernalia found in room at Old found.
Nov. 17, 3:36 a.m. Fire alarm at
Kenyon.
McBride Residence, no smoke or
paraNov. 15, 3:45 p.m. Drugs,
fire
was found.
Old
at
in
room
phernalia found
17, 9:32 p.m. Fire hoses
Nov,
Kenyon.
Nov. 15, 8:19 p.m. Theft of unraveled and discharged at Old
items from backpack at Gund Kenyon.
Nov. 17, 9:40 p.m. Vandalism,
Commons.
Nov. 15, 10:23 p.m. Underage drawing and writing with black
consumption of alcohol at Mather marker on walls and doors at Old
Kenyon.
Residence.
Nov. 15, 10:59 p.m. Underage Nov. 18, 3:08 a.m. Vandalism,
possession of alcohol at Hanna bag of trash taped to room door at
Old Kenyon.
Hall.
Nov. 16, 1:09 a.m. Vandalism Nov. 19, 8:22 p.m. Report of haand underage consumption of al- rassing telephone call at Old
Kenyon.
cohol at McBride Residence.
Nov. 13, 12:45 a.m. Drugs being
used at Old Kenyon.
Nov. 13, 2:50 p.m. Drugs found
in room at Watson Hall.
Nov. 13, 9:18 p.m. Fire alarm at

CONTINUED FROM PAGEONE
have worked harder to get more kids in
here and told Admissions beforehand
that we need more kids."
"I was saddened by Arduini's
departure," said Smith. "The coach
that we had was going to lead this team
to different things, and that changed
with Vince Arduini's resignation."
Due to a lack of players, with a
mere 27 healthy players on the roster
during the second half of the season,
the team faced an array of difficulties.
"It's going to take two major
factors to turn the team around," said
Contrada. "One would be more players, and two would be a psychological
change of the teammates and also with
the school. The team has to believe in
themselves, and the school has to believe in the football team, too."
Craigattributestheshrinkingros-te- r
to a rise in admissions standards.
"Admissions standards went way
up," said Craig. "Most schools in general, they don't let in anyone, but they
say okay, you can get so many kids
with these types of scores. They're
usually smart kids, but they may not be
the cream of the crop ... Most schools
do that, but Kenyon never has. They

have strict academic standards. If you
a football coach
says is going to help you here. We're
probably the only school in our conference and maybe in the nation that
does that. That really hurts as far as
getting kids in."
Contrada, however, believes that
it is possible to increase the team size
without loweringadrnissionstandards
for football recruits.
'The main thing is that there are
Contrada.
good
"And those are the people we have to
go after. Amherst, rankednumberone
by World News and Report, won their
league out east."
Currently the assistant coaching
staff is dispersed throughout the cou
conducting recruiting visits. A
national search will be conducted to
replace Arduini. Rather than naming
an interim coach, the offensive and
defensive coordinators are sharing the
responsibilities of Head Coach, including his recruiting responsibilities.
In order to locate Kenyon's
next Head Football Coach, a job

don't get in, nothing

student-athletes,"sa- id

n-t- ry

description approved by Dean of
Students Don Omahan and Acting
President Ron Sharp will be posted

in appropriate media. According to
Smith, an application process will
possibly take place in December
with interviews in the spring.
"You can list a whole number
of items that one would like to see
in the next coach," said Smith,
"possibly a division III education at
a selective liberal arts institution.

Has this person been exposed to the
type of academic rigor that the athletes
will be exposed to? Has the person
coached in a division HI setting where
academics takes precedence over the
athletic experience? ... Somebody that
can network well amongst the high
schools and the prep schools and somebody that can work very hard on
recruitment."
Although the reasons for the
team's difficulties are still unclear,
optimism remains for the program's
future.
"You play really to win, it's fun
when you win," said Contrada. "Losing is going to be a part of the game, but
losing all the time is difficult ... We
seniors will do what we can, and even
alumni down the road two, three, even
ten years want to see this program turn
around."

Due to staff error, the article titled "Senate unofficially supports allstu policy change," published in the Nov
14 Collegian, contained some misleading information. Several quotes attributed to Shaun Berry led to the
perception that Berry was against the proposal, when in fact she was not. Additionally, Kristen Bierlein was
incorrectly attributed a quote concerning allstus as "a guerilla tactic of getting peoples' attention." Lastly, while
Leslie
ir
the article described a single committee that could edit or remove any allstu, Senate Student
messages
Carroll said the proposal called for two different forums for discussion: one message board open to all
and the allstu function only for College business. The Collegian regrets any confusion.
Co-Cha-
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Angels coming to the Hill
Seraphims on stilts become the latest donation from Gund
BY AMY BERGEN

i

Staff Reporter

'v."-

V-

v

Candles illuminate the way as several Kenyon students participate in a March for gay rights in November of 1992.

years ago, November 20, 1997: Bookstore manager Jack
Finefrock and Vice President of Finance Joseph Nelson prepared
to go to trial to respond to accusations of harassment by bookstore employees Marilyn Heck and Linda Boggs. Heck, who was
employed by the bookstore in 1988, claimed that Finefrock made
derogatory comments about her abilities and demanded that she
retire. She also claimed that she complained about Finefrock's
behavior to Nelson, who failed to take action. Heck was demand
ing punitive damages in excess of $25,000.
5

ago, November 19, 1992: On Tuesday, Nov. 17, members
of the Kenyon gay, lesbian and bisexual community marched from
Bexley Hall to Old Kenyon chanting, "End the violence, break the
silence," and "Hate kills, love heals." A protest then took place outside of Old Kenyon with faculty, student and community speakers.
Student Barry Lustig said, "I can see what homophobia did to me. I
hope everyone keeps going." Lustig developed the idea for the march
after having the word "fagot" written on his door. He responded to
the incident in Newscope, "Missing: one 'g' from the word 'fagot.' I
prefer raging queen."
10 years

years ago, November 20, 1986: In an archival piece about Gam
bier natural disasters, the Collegian listed several serious ones in
Kenyon history. In '78, a blizzard knocked down 20 large trees as
well as all electrical lines, making roads unpassable. Not only were
16

classes

cancelled for four days, but food services employees could

reach the dining halls, and students commandeered the kitchens
to prepare their own meals. In 1984, three days of 20 degree temperatures caused pipes to freeze and explode. Rooms were rented in
Mount Vernon until damage was repaired.
not

--

Gambier fixes water woe
in the system, which was last replaced in 1976, there are still more

BY BRYAN

STOKES II
News Editor
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Courtesy of Greg Spaid

Carl Milles' large sculptures of angels playing instruments launched him
into the elite of artistry. Graham Gund has donated five angels to Kenyon.

e.

from the science quad," Spaid described, "you'll get a clear view of the
angels against the sky."
"He's done many famous projects:
His work is all over the world," said
Sarah Miller, curator of the Gund Collection. According to Miller, Milles
began sculpting the flute player, the first
of the Angels, after the death of one of
his friends, a composer, in 1918. "He
tended to be a figurative sculptor," Professor of Art History Melissa Dabakis
said of Milles. "He would work with

the nude ... but in very expressive
ways. I've never seen anything quite
like the Angels, so I'm not sure they're
typical of his work."
According to an article on Milles
by artist Hans Hedberg, "When Milles
describes the angels he made during his
final years, he wants them to provide
universal solace and comfort: 'They are
all
playing music, all of
them bringingjoy and hope to people.'"
boy-angel- s,

Spaid said, The site for these
pieces, to the southeast of Rosse Hall,
was chosen for the thematic connection to Rosse and Storer Halls, the
home for our Music department, and
because the artist wanted the pieces
to be seen against the sky. This site
will allow for that to happen."
While the College has picked
this as the ideal location,
P.F. Kluge disagrees. He
envisions the angels in the college-owne- d
cornfield facing 229, so they
mark the entrance to Kenyon "the
best roadside advertisement a college
could have. In the cornfield, it's magical. On campus, it's a trophy ...
something else for tours to point out."
"The angels will be interesting to get used to, I think," said Susan Campriello '05. Bob Snow '03
added, "People will think it's a Salvador Dali convention or something."
Writer-in-Residen-

ce

received a lot of
expressing
an opinion about the topic.
concerns
are that this is going to make Kenyon
different." He also said that many
people had expressed concern over
not receiving as many
once
allstus were eliminated.
Sabik pointed to the sheer number of the allstus, saying that they
limited the effectiveness of the system and led to students deleting
She also said that
important
the level of discussion via the allstu
had provoked concern.
e-m-

BY JAMES LEWIS
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contributor to its water

problems with
132 inch leak

the discovery of a
34 around a six
inch pipe
along Woodside drive
near the water tower. The leak
necessitated a boil order for 25
homes and the A, B and C blocks
of New Apartments.
"It neverreally changed much
when we fixed
the leak near the
College boiler room in October,
hich is kind of odd because we
expected it to change something,"
said Gambier
Village Administrator Jim Lenthe.
"Since repairing
the six inch
leak on Woodside,
now it's
made a difference."
The repair of the pipe by
neans of a rubberized
metal patch
tightened by a
bolt one inch in
diameter has
caused the Village
Waer consumption
to drop by
114,870 gallons
per day.
"We won't know the differ-enc- e
unt'l we go out and read our
meters again,"
said Lenthe.
Although this discovery
for a portion of the leakage
ac-0U-

nts

leaks.
"So we still do have some
leaks, but there's always going to
be some leaks," said Lenthe. "I
don't think any city or village can
f,
ever be 100
but I
want to get the number of leaks
reduced."
When the system was last replaced, plastic line was used,
which warps and buckles over
time, splitting lengthwise.
The question remains now of
where this water has gone over
time.
"Apparently this has been the
mystery of Gambier," said Lenthe.
"The water goes into the ground
and basically disappears. Whether
it goes into an aquifer or to the
Kokosing river, that's the question. In a normal situation, a lot of
times the water would come to the
surface, or you'd see it puddling
someplace, or you'd see it running someplace. But Gambier is
infamous for it's cracks and fissures and sandstone, and once the
water goes underground, it's
gone."
leak-proo-

"I'd take them over the statue in
the science quad any day," said Tamara
Jones '03.
In order to install the statues, a
large oak tree that Dabakis described
as "almost as old as the College" will
be removed from in front of Rosse and
sugar maples planted in its place. This
decision has sparked some controversy.
"My understanding is that the oak tree
was a class gift," said Jordon Professor
of Environmental Science and Biology
Ray Heithaus, "and that the College
looked into hiring an outside company
to move the tree, but that would cost
tens of thousands of dollars ... In all
probability, it can't be moved and survive."
Visiting Instructor of English Ellen
Mankoff added, "I'm happy the sculptures are coming to Kenyon, but I'm
extremely distressed that a large,
healthy oak tree which has stood there
for many years is being . . . destroyed."

Council votes against allstu policy
Accord-ingtoSpencer,a"majorit-

Gambier recently found a major

Five angel statues, donated by
Graham Gund, will soon have a new
home in front of Rosse Hall. The "Musician Angels" are the work of Swedish sculptor Carl Milles whom Provost
Gregory Spaid describes as "the most
important Swedish sculptor of the twentieth century." Spaid told Fortnightly
that "these pieces are also a nice contrast in style and spirit with the Henry
Moore piece in the science quad and
the crows on Ransom Hall. Renaissance Man and Woman, the two dancing figures currently on the lawn
library, will move
temporarily to the area between the library and Cromwell House.
"The five bronze angels are each
a basplaying a different instrument
soon, a clarinet, a tuba, a flute and a
"As you come up the hill

Staff Reporter
Last Sunday, Student Council
voted down aSenate proposal that would
have prohibited use of the allstu function for making personal statements
and instead presented Senate with an
amendmenttoCTeateacommitteewhich
would ultimately report back to Student Council and Senate with a final
proposal.
Student Council President Lindsay Sabik '02 opened discussion of the
allstu by presenting a proposal that had
been written by Senate. The proposal
opened, "Senate proposes that the nature of the allstu be changed," and
consisted of two parts. The first part
banned the allstu distribution of personal statements by individuals, and the
second part created a committee composed of representatives from LBIS
and the student body. The committee
would explore replacing the allstu with
options that included but were not lim
ited to, "discussion boards, ride boards
and lost and found boards."
Junior Class President Jesse Spencer said that he had never seen people so
polarized on an issue, and that he'd

e-m-

e-ma-

ails

ils.

Senate Student

Co-Cha-

ir

Leslie Carroll '03 thought that with
the implementation of message
boards, "more people will participate in discussions." She stated
that personally, she was not willing to reply to everyone in an allstu
discussion, but that she would re-

ply personally to people. A
discussion board would make her
and other
people more
willing to share their thoughts with
a larger group of people.
Spencer spoke to what he saw
as the value of the allstu. He referred to Sept. 1 1 and how people
like-mind-

ed

provided information regarding the
tragedy via allstu. Spencer said,
"That's the community," and that
the allstu provided a valuable news
asset that students did not have to
leave their rooms to receive.
Vice President for Academic Affairs Tom Susman '04 suggested that
Council vote on the Senate proposal.
The proposal failed by a vote of
with one student abstaining.
After the vote, Susman said,
"That being said, let me forewarn
you the only way Student Council
can have any input on the legislation
is to offer an amendment. You can
just vote it up or down." Susman
pointed out that, according to the
Kenyon student government's constitution, Senate could still pass the
proposal with 23 of the Senate vote.
Susman warned, "Basically, voting
this down doesn't do anything."
An amendment was offered in
two parts. The first part formed a
committee to study the allstu and
write a proposal regarding it. The
second part mandated that the proposal come back to Senate and
Council for approval. The amendment was approved 13-5-- 8,

1.
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Kenyon mourns loss of teammate and friend
BY ROBBIE KETCHAM

Senior News Editor

Over 50 friends, fellow students, coaches and counselors came
together in Weaver Cottage yesterday evening to share support
after learning of the sudden death
of Amy Fehr, a Kenyon first-yewho had withdrawn in September
but had reapplied for admission
next semester.
"It was pretty powerful," said
Rachel Kessler '04, who was Fehr's
upperclass counselor. "It was as
full as I've ever seen Weaver Cottage. People were even lining the
steps in back."
Fehr passed
Eighteen year-ol- d
ar

"I'm glad that I got to know Amy Fehr, and I know that if she had
returned to Kenyon she would have really had a lasting effect on the
campus. "

Rachel Kessler '04
share insight into the grieving process.
"It's okay to laugh, okay to
share emotions, okay to talk when
you're ready," said Ladies' Volleyball Coach Karen Seremet, who
said she had experienced the death
of a teammate at a former school.
"It really does help. I remember
that it was helpful to get together as
a group and share and talk. The
other coaches and I will be there to

away Monday in Pittsburgh, her
hometown. A member of the cross
country team, she was described in
her Pittsburgh obituary as "a writer,
poet, musician and lover of all living things."
While many of Fehr's closest
acquaintances were in Pittsburgh,
where a memorial service and calling hours took place, members of
the Board of Campus Ministry and
coaching staff were on hand to

help and talk with you when you're
ready."
The Rev. Stephen Carlsen,
Director of the Board of Campus
Ministries and Rector of Harcourt
Parish, brought postcards that students could send to Fehr's family.
Though Fehr was at Kenyon
only a short time, she had a lasting
influence with several teammates
and friends.
"For the really brief time I

knew her," said Kessler, "she was
a really nice person. I'm glad that
I got to know her, and I know that
if she had returned to Kenyon, she
would have really had a lasting
effect on the campus."
Fehr is survived by her parents,
John Fehr and Joyce Sails, her
brother Adam, grandparents Anne
and Gil Sails and Frank and Phyllis
Fehr and many aunts, uncles, nieces,
nephews, cousins, family and
friends. She was preceded in death
by her grandmother Adele Fehr. In
lieu of flowers, memorial contributions may be made to South African
Development FundTreatment Action Campaign, 555 Amory Street,
Boston, Mass. 02130.

Bishop and Kenyon trustee to retire at end of 2003
Senior News Editor

time.
"Some days have been betthan
ter
others, but they have all
been filled with joy. And the
most joyful of all has been the
opportunity to be your bishop.
Ministry in the name of Jesus has

t
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Senior News Editor
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Laura Scckel

The Rt. Rev. Clark Grew, Bishop of Ohio, eats a soup dinner with Mary
Hanna '03 and other members of Harcourt Parish on Tuesday evening.
been my life; finding my full
humanity in God has been my

vocation."
"In the four and a half years
I've been in the Diocese of Ohio,
Bishop Grew's contributions
have been significant," said the
Rev. Steve Carlsen, Rector of
Harcourt Parish. "The Bishop set
forth three goals for the diocese:
healthy clergy, healthy congregations and a stress on peace and
justice ministry. These have been
the hallmarks of his episcopacy."
"He places this importance
on people our age. That is really
impressive," said Diana Carroll
'04, who has been working with
Grew in the discernment process
for a possible career in the ministry. "He has a lot of respect for
the students, and he definitely
knows how to get things done."
Grew's successor will in- -

Office: Chase Tower at the top of Peirce Hall's main stairway
Mailing address: The Kenyon Collegian, Student Activities Center, Gambier, OH
43022.
Business address: P.O. Box 832, Gambier, OH 43022
address: collegiankenyon.edu
WWW address: http:archives.kenyon.educollegian
5339
Phone numbers: (740) 427-533The opinion page is a space for members of the community to discuss issues relevant
to the campus and the world at large. The opinions expressed on this page belong only
to the writer. Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of the
Kenyon Collegian staff. All members of the community are welcome to express
opinions through a letter to the editors. The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to
edit all letters submitted for length and clarity. The Collegian cannot accept
anonymous or pseudonymous letters. Letters must be signed by individuals, not
organizations, and must be 200 words or less. Letters must also be received no later
than the Tuesday prior to publication. The Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters
as possible each week subject to space, interest and appropriateness. Members of the
editorial board reserve the right to reject any submission. The views expressed in the
paper do not necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College.
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Endowment will make
chaplaincy permanent
Bishop Clark Grew's retirement comes months after he

--

The Rt. Rev. Clark Grew,
Episcopal Bishop for the Ohio Diocese and a member of the Kenyon
Board of Trustees, announced last
week that he is retiring his position at the end of 2003. Despite his
retirement, however, Grew said
that the future of a Kenyon chaplaincy, for which he has promised
a $1 million grant to Gambier's
Harcourt Parish, is secure.
"It is now transparently clear
that it is time for me to call for
the election of our next Diocesan
Bishop," Grew told delegates at
a diocesan convention Nov. 9.
"It is a right decision and deep
within it I have found great blessing and a precious peace.
"Am I sick?" he continued.
"A little gimpy, but filled with
health. Thanks be to God. Am I
burnt out? No, I am still on fire
for the gospel of Jesus Christ.
Am I tired out? No, I have tons of
energy. Am I tired of the institution? No, I love this church. The
reason for the decision is simply
this. I will be in the job for over
ten years. By the time all is said
and done, I will be nearing my
65th birthday . There is no agenda
here. It is simply the fullness of

7
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BY ROBBIE KETCHAM

herit a position on the Kenyon
College Board of Trustees where
both the Bishop of Ohio and that
of Southern Ohio hold permanent positions. With both College
and Parish founded by the first
Bishopof Ohio, PhilanderChase,
Carlsen said that the Parish continues to hold an important place
in the community.
"We have a historic place at
the College," said Carlsen, "but
... we don't want our place to

other religious traditions on campus. I like to see
pre-em-

pt

Harcourt Parish as a first among

equals: we were here first, but
we want all religious traditions
to be a part of the life here."
Grew was elected the tenth
Bishop of Ohio in October of
1993 and was ordained and consecrated on March 5, 1994, at the
Cleveland State University Convocation Center in Cleveland.
Born in New York City in 1939,
"he graduated from Harvard College in 1962 and received his M.
Div. degree from Episcopal Divinity School, Cambridge,

Harcourt

Parish,

Gambier's local Episcopal church,
that he would fund a permanent
chaplaincy to Kenyon College
through a $1 million endowment.
The chaplaincy, a part of
Grew's $10 million "Legacy Campaign," will make permanent the
position recently held by the Rev.
Laura Toepfer, who acted as Episcopal Chaplain to Kenyon and
Assistant Rector at the Parish until
her resignation in September. The
Vestry, or congregational council,
of the Parish recently voted to raise
$ 150,000 for the campaign over the
next three to five years.
Though the fundraising effort
is substantial, Harcourt Parish Rector Rev. Stephen Carlsen is
confident that it can be achieved. "I
believe that we can do it," he said.
"We get so much back for what we
are giving, with the funds returned
d
by the diocese."
At a meeting with members of
the Harcourt congregation Tuesday evening, Grew stressed that the
chaplaincy will remain a priority
with his successor in the diocese,
referring to the position as "written
in stone." .
The search process for the next
chaplain is set to begin next week
when a job description will be
posted with the national .deploy
six-fol-

ment office of the Episcopal
Church. The process of forming a
search committee is underway, and
Carlsen said he hopes to have a
chaplain in place by next summer.
"We hope to hire someone
who wants to work with students,"
he said, "who is intellectually
to discuss matters of faith
in an open environment and who is
willing to stay up until the wee
hours of the morning mixing
mocktails," referring to a recent
campus event sponsored by the
Student Ministries Council.
"I think that if we're looking
for a chaplain, it should be someone with a strong faith in God who
feels called to student ministry,"
said Rachel Kessler '04. "It should
be someone who feels a passion for
student life."
Whitney Bratton '06 added
the
that
chaplain should be "someone who's proactive, organized
and someone we can go to on a
personal level to fulfill any spiritual needs we may have. As a
freshman, I'm hoping it will be
someone who can make the student population of the Parish
continue to grow."
"Whoever the next chaplain is,"
said Diana Carroll '04, "he or she
needs to work towards a balance
well-prepar-

between nurturing the students who
go to Harcourt and reaching out into
the larger campus ... The students
come from all different backgrounds,
and a chaplain needs to understand
and work within that context."

Mass., in 1978.

After graduating from college, he served in the United
States Naval Reserve for five
years as a lieutenant. Following
military service, he joined the
English department at Groton
School, Groton, Mass., and then
taught at Saint Mark's School,
Southborough, Mass, where he
was also assistant headmasterand
dean of the faculty.
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Ensemble leaves strings attached for final concert
Four member ensemble boasts range of pieces from 'the Renaissance to Bach and Joplin to Barrage'
ERIC FITZGERALD

StaffWriter
While most students will end
their fall semester courses with a final papcror exam, the Kenyon Chamber String Ensemble will finish its semester with a concert in Brandi Re-

Sunday, Dec. 1, at 7 p.m.
'The concert at the end of the semester is sort of the equivalent of a final,
but I think a lot more fun and interesting than a test," said Adjunct Professor of Music Sabrina Lackey, director of the ensemble.
The four members of the Ensemble are violinist Emmie Dengler
'05, violinists Whitney Bratton '06
and Grace Twesigye '06 and cellist
Laine Scott '06. Despite the group's

cital Hall,

youth, the quartet feels that they have
improved since they first started playing together at the beginning of the
semester.
"I think that this ensemble plays
well together,"Twesigye said. "It was
kind of weird for me to be playing
with all new people, but the transition
has been nice."
Although the quartet has only
played together for a semester, they
each bring previous musical experience to the ensemble. Dengler and
Twesigye have played the violin for
ten and nine years, respectively.
Bratton has played the violin in quartets, trios and orchestra pits for five
years. Scott has played the cello since
his freshman year of high school.
Each member of the quartet re- -

What Chamber String
Ensemble
When: Dec.

Where:

at 7 p.m

1

Biandi Reded Hall

ceives .25 units of credit in the music department for their participation
in the group.
During the semester, Lackey
concentrated on teaching her students a diverse selection of music
that fit each student's respective

technical strengths. The course
also involves learning both music
theory and music history, with a

Pearl Jam tries to raise a riot
Seventh studio album is merely mediocre compared with past
BY DAN ALPER

Music Critic
When aband has been squarely
spotlight for over a decade, it
is often hard to continuously come
up with something original, interesting and relevant. Some bands,
like Led Zeppelin, build on their
early success and continue to impress and amaze over the length of
their careers. Others, such as
Depeche Mode, do not age quite so
well, with later works only standing
to tarnish the good reputations they
have built and causing fans to wonder when it is better to just simply
hang 'em up. With their seventh
studio album, Riot Act, Pearl Jam
straddles the fine line between do-

special focus on the pieces the ensemble will perform. The members
meet every Tuesday for two and a
half hours to put this knowledge into
effect by practicing their instruments. The performance this year
falls on a date that does not allow
for much
preparation
last-seco-

nd

and, as a result, Lackey stressed that
the ensemble members should return from break ready to go.
"I'm hoping that the students will
have a bit of time before they leave
for Thanksgiving and when they return to campus to rehearse together
before the concert," said Lackey.
All Kenyon students who return
to campus from break in time to catch
the performance will hear a variety of
sounds that Lackey has prepared for
the Ensemble.
"I try to find enough pieces and
rotate the students so that they all get
to play an equal number of times in
the program," Lackey said. "This
semester's concert ranges from the
Renaissance to Bach and Joplin to
Barrage. It should be a fun and inter

esting concert for everyone."
Brandi Recital Hall provides an
ideal venue for the performance. Outside noise rarely interferes with the
sound quality inside Brandi, which is
why the event is scheduled on an unusual date. Lackey refused to sacrifice the Ensemble's sound quality for
a more convenient date.
"The reason the concert is being held on Dec. 1 is due to the fact
that Brandi is a very popular recital
hall, and there were several things already scheduled in there by the time
I had come up with suggestions for a
recital date," she said.
Bratton, who plays the violin,
believes the quartet is in good condition for their performance. Although
the semester-endin- g
performance usually marks the last time that students
play together, Bratton hopes that the
quartet will continue next semester.
"We hope to continue playing
next semester as a quartet," she said.
"We need a viola player, so if anyone is interested, try to get in touch
with us."
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something amazing and

ing

something awful, the fine line between adding an exclamation point
to an already notable career or permanently placing a black mark
beside their name.
Eddie Vedder, Stone Gossard,
Matt Cameron, Jeff Ament and Mike
McCready have been at this rock V
roll thing for a while now. They have
watched as all their
of the early 90s

alt-ro-

ck

contemporaries
revolution

Nirvana, Soundgarden (Cameron's
former band) and Rage Against the
Machine

have fallen by the wayside for one reason or another. Yet
the five men who helped grunge
explode into national prominence and
made flannel hip, soldier on in a rock .
landscape markedly changed. Alone
they stand, fighting against those who
aim to take their place by stealing
their best qualities (Creed) or by being loud, clownish mooks (Limp
Bizkit).

Riot Act's opening number,
"Can't Keep," is aslow, rollingnum-ber- ,

punctuated by Cameron's
Vedder's distinctive whiningwailing vocals."Idon't
live forever, you can't keep me here,"
he sings, possibly alluding to the
band's many anti- - commercial
stances. "Save You" is a rocking,
blast of traditional Pearl
Jam. However, it is probably better
suited to the stage. Performed live,
the song is most likely incendiary,
with the pumping drumsand charged

vibrant drums and

up-tem-

Kenyon postcard manufacturers need artists

po

amazon.com
Pearl Jam's latest

album Riot Act includ es spooky songs like its cover.

guitarblasts. However, on the record,
it sounds somewhat flat. It is just
missing a certain energy that was
present on the band's earlier recordings, a certain magic that Pearl Jam
had back in 1994 when they were
the best band in the world. Now
they're just one of many bands desperately vyingforthat title and trying
to regain some of their former glory.
However, not to fret, for directly following "Can't Keep" is
"Lpve Boat Captain," probably the
best song that PJ have recorded in
some time. Although not as uptempo as "Can't Keep," the energy
that was missing from the previous
song is evident on this one. Vedder's
whine sounds in top form, energized by the song and rising to the
occasion. "To the universe I don't
mean a thing, and there's just one
word that I still believe, and it's
love," he forcefully declares. The
band and Vedder seem in lockstep,
perfectly matching one another to
create a beautiful piece of power-po- p
rock, topped off by a rollicking
guitar solo smack dab in the middle
of the song.
Of course, Pearl Jam have always been about more than the
music. They once stood alone in
their fight to take backconcerts from
monol ith Ticketmaster and have frequently performed at benefits to fight

conservative Senator Jessie Helms.
So it's no surprise that in "Bush
Leaguer," Vedder uses appropriate
baseball metaphors to take aim at
our President (Dubya used to own
theTexas Rangers). However, while
clever, the song seemsalmost forced,
as if you could have seen this comhis
ing, with Vedder
vocals over a dreary back beat. You
expect more out of Pearl Jam and
Vedder than to be this obvious, as if
they are simply going through the
motions.
Therein lies the problem with
Riot Act. While there are some very
good songs, such as "Love Boat
Captain," that advance Pearl Jam
and add to their reputation, these
moments are too few and far between. Far too often, they seem as if
they are simply content to do what
they've done before and are afraid
to live up to their greatest moments
of yesteryear. While they are not
Depeche Mode and have shown that
they are clearly capable of rising
above themselves and producing
great work, it happens too infrequently on Riot Act. Long time fans
of the band will enjoy the album, but
will not cherish it as they do Ten or
Vs. The members of Pearl Jam are
not disgracing themselves, but they
are not Led Zeppelin either, further
polishing their reputation.
half-mumbli-

ng

Any closet artist or student hoarding that favorite print, sculpture,
painting or sketch under your bed, itching to bust it out are in high de
mand.
Russell Whitmore and Allison Stroh are heading up a campaign in
collaboration with Kenyon Visuals to select ten Kenyon students' art
work and reprint 1,000 copies of their submissions as 4 by 6 inch post
cards. The postcards would be professionally reproduced and distributed to faculty and students free of charge.
"The BFC takes care of the cost of the reprints," said Whitmore.
"Per thousand postcards that are printed, it is about 180 dollars, with the
total cost usually being around 2,000 dollars. In essence, this is an advertisement for the art department."
Students are welcome to submit any medium, although artists should
keep in mind that their submissions should be conducive to reproduction
as a 4 by 6 inch postcard, and high quality film slides are greatly appreciated. The deadline for submissions is after spring break in March. At
this time, a committee composed of ten interested students and one art
professor will meet to determine the ten winners.
"Although this is
students should know that this is not
just limited to art majors," said Whitmore.
art-relate-

d,

Artist Jorge Myers to speak in Horn Gallery
Jorge Myers rejuvenates his neighborhood, Pittsburgh's Hill Dis
trict, by creating colorful art from its refuse and boarding-u- p
abandoned
buildings with

it.

Often Jorge targets buildings that are frequented by

drug-user- s.

Myers will speak at the Horn Gallery on Dec. 4, at 7 p.m. He will be
speaking as part of a first-yeseminar presentation entitled, "Voices from
the Hill: An
look at the evolution of Pittsburgh's Hill District."
Students from the seminar spent October Break visiting the Hill Dis
trict, a once thriving ethnic neighborhood that has suffered under the
encroachments of urban renewal.
The night will include a comparison of the renowned jazz musicians
and flourishing businesses of the old Hill District, in contrast to the va
cant lots and drug problems of the new. It will conclude with Myers'
discussion of his art and his experience as a Hill District resident.
Myers' art will be on display in the basement of the Horn during the
speech. All are encouraged to attend. Refreshments will be provided.
ar
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Chamber of Secrets slips into sophomore slump
BY

to be made into successful movies. Jurassic Park the movie is

TODD DETMOLD

Film Critic
have not read the novel Harry
Potter and the Chamber of Secrets. I did read its predecessor,
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's
Stone, in anticipation of its film
adaptation, but I was overwhelmed
enough by the mania surrounding
that movie's release that, this time
around, I just didn't care.
This is not to say I didn't like
the first film. I enjoyed reading
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's
Stone, and I even thought the movie
was pretty good, mechanical, but
decent. Screenwriter Steve Kloves
remained completely faithful to
the novel, and in turn he pleased
most of the novel's admirers.
However, Harry Potter and
the Chamber of Secrets shows a
number of flaws in this system.
Sorcerer's Stone was barely an
adaptation. It was more of a Xerox.
Most novels are long enough
that they have to be twisted, manipulated and poked and torn apart
I

nothing at all like Jurassic Park
the book, and you never heard
anyone complain, did you?
Harry Potter is a much more
dangerous beast than a genetically
Because he has
engineered
become immensely popular and
beloved very early in his life, Potter is not to be toyed with. You
don't change the course of Harry
Potter's story to make his movie
work better, because if you do,
you make a lot of people angry.
Sorcerer's Stone worked because it was short and simple. The
novel version of Chamber of Secrets, I have been told, is much
darker, much more dense, and a
few pages longer. Because Warner
Brothers, Steve Kloves and director Chris Columbus (who, we must
never forget, is responsible for
Stepmom) were trying to make a
lot of money and couldn't upset
the readers, they've tried to tell the
whole damn thing.
Five or six times during
T-Re-

x.

Chamber, I turned to my companions, who had read all of the books,
and asked for an explanation of
what was going on. They gave it to
me, and I asked them if they would
have been able to do this had they
not read the books. They admitted
that they would not have. This is
lazy filmmaking.
You can't Xerox every book
directly into a movie. They are

two completely

i

161-minu- te

To make matters worse,

r

lowing, has garnered

The film's nameless protagonist, played by
Jeremy Theobald in his only
billed performance, leads such a
co-produ-

cer

marginal life that he becomes
obsessed with following other
not with the intent to
people
harm them, but simply to learn
about their lives. He insists that
he's only doing research for some
writing he intends to do, but
Nolan makes it clear that this
young man's hobby is actually
his way of filling up his otherwise empty life. The hobby takes
an unexpected turn when he decides to follow Cobb, played by
Alex Haw, a burglar who introduces Theobald's character to
the exciting world of breaking
and entering, showing him how
he can reconstruct someone's entire life in devastating detail with
n
just a handful of
items.
The scenes of the actual burglaries are easily Following's
most captivating, and they hint at
the claustrophobic atmosphere
Nolan so masterfully developed
in Memento and to a considerably lesser extent in his 2002
of Insomnia. It's obvious that Theobald has gotten
ke

you look and listen closely, you
can see awkward pubescence in
his performance. This has to be
embarrassing, and I feel sorry for
him.
The movie's high point is the
addition to the cast of Kenneth
Branagh as the conceited Gilderoy
Lockhart, who hasn't been this
delightful since Much Ado About
Nothing. And poor, great Richard
Harris, who struggles through his
role as Albus Dumblebore, died
recently. This movie has all of its
collaborators tired, and it shows.
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Gandolfini (TV's "Tony Soprano"), threatens him. Birdy
played by Scarlett Johansson
(Ghost World), the daughter of a
friend, refers to him as "an enthusiast" when it comes to her
questionable musical talents.
Though each of them is inevitably and tragically affected by the
decisions Ed makes, what none
of them realize or even consider

L3

imdb.com

a customer. Is there malice in his heart?

himself in well over his head, but
the manner in which Nolan selectively reveals details as he changes
leaves the
viewer guessing as to the specifics
of the situation.
It's this tension and Nolan's
attention to pacing that are
Following's greatest strengths. Like
Darren Aronofsky 'sPi, it's a genuine testament to the spirit of
independent filmmaking. Nolan's
brand of ingenuity is ultimately
more important to quality filmmakframes-of-referen-

U

dollar

budgets. Not all of the details fall
into place quite as well as they
should, but Following certifies
Nolan's status as an emerging talent worth watching.

The Man Who Wasn't There
Friday, Dec. 6, 8 p.m.
Higley A uditorium
The most frequent criticism
of the Coen brothers' films is that
they play out strictly as rote genre
exercises, with little or nothing of
their own to say. This criticism
their
has only on rare occasions
1984 debut Blood Simple and
Barton Fink, to a lesser extent
been founded, and never has it
been less applicable than to 2001 's

The Man Who Wasn't There, a
film of uncompromising artistic
and intellectual maturity. The
Coen brothers have created many
great films, genuinely coming into
their own and maintaining a con-

sistent standard of excellence
since 1994's The Hudsucker
Proxy. That said, The Man Who
Wasn't There towers over all of
their previous work, an outright
masterpiece.
At two points in The Man
Who Wasn't There, Ed Crane,
played by Billy Bob Thornton
(Sling Blade, A Simple Plan) is
asked the same question, "What
kind of man are you?" At its essence, this is the fundamental
question, rarely spoken, that drives
the entirety of the "film noir" genre.
The noir hero may eventually save
the day or avenge a lost friend or
loved one, but at what cost? As the
world descends into chaos both
social the rise of women in the

workplace

and

political

WWII any victory for the hero is
ultimately a hollow one that typically points to his own moral
corruption.

The Coen brothers very
clearly understood this about
films noir, and, in crafting The
Man Who Wasn 't There, they at

1

are his motives. To them, Ed
exists as a construct of a man,
not as a real person. What drives
The Man Who Wasn't There are
Ed's attempts, however mis
guided, to prove them wrong.
Absolutely everything about
this film works incredibly well
Every performer in the ensemble
is at the peak of his or her craft.
Tony Shaloub gives a career-beturn as Ed's attorney. The tough
issues at play the formation of
identity, the line between dreams
and reality are never forced, nor
do the Coen brothers entirely sac

Movie-lin- e:

rifice their, offbeat, signature
brand of humor. Perhaps most
noticeably, The Man Who Wasn't
There is a film of literally breath
Cine-matograph-

er

Roger Deakins (O
Brother, Where Art Thou?) is every bit as responsible as either
Joel or Ethan Coen for creating
the acutely detailed 1940's-er- a
small town where Ed is so often
reduced to little more than
shadow.
By Jonathan Keefe
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taking visual beauty.

at

11536 Upper Gilchrist Rd
Mount Vernon

boss and lover played by James

:

Zkis IQcck

I

Frances McDormand (Fargo,
Almost Famous), comprehensibly fails to understand him. Her

well-chose-

re-ma-

J

tempt to construct their hero in
an entirely different way. Although they make exceptional
voiceover,
use of the genre-stapl- e
The Man Who Wasn't There attempts to define the character of
Ed Crane through the people
around him. His wife, played by

some

attention. A taut,
suspenseful "film noir" exercise,
Following certainly ranks among
the most assured debuts in recent
memory.
well-deserv- ed

--

Chamber is not, I'm told, as faithful to the book as Sorcerer's Stone,
and the (mostly small, incidental)
elements of the story that have
been changed for the screen stick
out as the film's worst moments.
Beyond this, Daniel Radcliffe,
who portrays the title wizard, has
grown up much too fast. Rumor
has it the role will be recast, and if

p

y"

i

imdb.com

Higley Auditorium

"it-bo-

in

Harry Potter (far right) and buddy Ron Weasley drive the turncoat Gilderoy
Lockhart (Branagh) back to the wall with their wands.

Wednesday, Dec. 4. 10:15 p.m.

or

i

different art

forms. What you end up with is a
muddled mess of confusing exposition and bad acting. Much of
what breathed life into Sorcerer's
Stone is smothered here. Maggie
Smith and Alan Rickman have
painfully little to do as Professors
McGonagall and Snape, and John
Williams (assisted here by William Ross) has not written a score
so poorly used since Attack of the
Clones. Few seconds of the
running time are dedicated
to comic relief. The story is too
busy plodding along. Even, the
quidditch match is a bore.

Following

KFS kicks off its "Black and
White Week" with the debut feaChristopher
ture of writer-directNolan, whose 2001 triumph Memento made him Hollywood's
filmmaker. In light
latest
of Memento's critical and commercial successes, Nolan's largely
neglected first film, 1998's Fol-

i

1

u

Fri-Th-

Sa-S- u

4:45, 7:00, 9:15
1:00,

4:45,

7:00, 9:15 J

G!
Santa Clause 2
u
4:50, 7:00, 9:10
Sa-S- u
12:50, 3:00, 5:10 J
7:20,9:30
Fri-Th-

The Ring
Fri-Th-

Sa-S-

u

u

PG-1- 3

5:15, 7:30, 9:45 J
12:45, 3:00, 5:15 J

7:30,9:45,
Coming Soon:
8 Crazy Nights
Solaris
Treasure Planet
Extreme Ops
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Goldberg takes Refuge at Hill for Upton's thesis
Under Umbarger, sophomores flex acting muscles in show's dealings with abandonment, drugs and maturity
BY LINDSAY WARNER

A&E Editor
With one

ecstasy-poppin-

g,

teen raver, one
mentally and physically handicapped brain tumor survivor and
one reluctant
anxiety-ridde-

n

older-sister-turned-s-

rogate-mothe-

ur-

it's not

r,

surprising that this trio would be
seeking some relief. Add a homeless drifter to the mix, and there
are all of the ingredients in Jessica

Goldberg's

award-winnin-

drama

g

Refuge, the senior thesis product-

i

ion of Charles Upton, which will
be performed in the Hill Theater at
8 p.m. on Dec. 6 and 7.
Refuge, which is sponsored
by the Kenyon College Dance and
Drama Club, is the story of three
young adults who have to survive
on their own after their parents
take a permanent vacation to the
beaches of Florida, leaving them
behind. The oldest child Amy,
played by Sarah Gitenstein '05, is
left to hold her dysfunctional fam-il- y
together, which consists of her
brother Nat, brought
to life by Upton, and Becca, play ed
by sophomore Allison Roper, who
turns to drugs in a desperate attempt to gain her sister's attention.
Thrown into the mix is senior
Chris McKeon's character, Sam,
an aloof loner whose residency in
20-year--

old

of a
stand with Amy that

the family is the result

one-nig-

ht

eventually led to his permanent
position in the dysfunctional house
that
offers the family bonds Sam craves.
"I think the real conflict here
is the battling emotions between
Sam and Amy, who both want to
trade places, but don't know it,
said Gitenstein. "Sam wishes desperately to renounce his lonely
lifestyle and move in with a family, and Amy just as desperately
needs to get out of her current
position as mother to her younger
siblings."
none-the-le-

ss

These emotional conflicts
director Gordon
a chance to execute several important decisions
and to decide how he was going to
interpret and bring to life the text
on the page to a real-lif- e
theater
production.
"I love choosing exactly what
story we're telling and then really
going for it," said Umbarger. "But
it's not just about me, it's about
the actors finding their place in the
story and finding it themselves.
It's a matter of trust that the actors
will take what we work on in rehearsal and really go from there."
The character of Amy is the
pivot around which the other characters' actions revolve.The rest of
gave

Um-barg- er

first-tim-

e

'04

What: Refuge

When: Dec. 6 and 7 at
8 p.m.

Where: Hill Theater
the cast was able to interpret their
roles based on the way their character responded to Amy. Nat, who
is handicapped as a result of two
brain tumors, is physically and
emotionally dependent on hisolder
sister, and his handicaps play a
large role in their relationship.
"We decided to interpret Nat's
handicaps in the script through a
physical disability in his neck,"
said Upton. "Because he is unable
to move his neck throughout the
play, it puts some limitations on
my interpretation of the role, but
at the same time, it gave me a new
challenge by forcing me to interpret the world through a
completely different perspective."
Roper found that portraying
adolesthe tortured,
cent character of Becca was a
challenge. "My character goes
raver
from being an ecstasy-lovin- g
to snorting heroin and finally to
in her desperaphysical self-abution; a factor that I found
pill-poppi-

ng

se

challenging. It is really hard to
play a role in which your character
is mentally and physically 'out of
it' while trying hard to pretend that
she isn't," she said.
The opportunity for Roper to
play a mentally unstable character
also presented some other challenges in interpretation, as she
struggled with reacting in a way
that would be appropriate for her
character.
"When my character is reduced
to frantic sobbing onstage," said
Roper, "it is really hard for me not
to withdraw from my role and go in
to help her like I would in real life.
It goes against all of my instincts."
The wandering drifter Sam led
McKeon on his own twisted path,
which eventually led to McKeon's
final interpretation of Sam as a
man who is unconsciously drawn
in by the strong, if dysfunctional,
family ties he sees in Amy and her
siblings. "Sam was a really difficult character to figure out," said
McKeon. "In this script, things
happen really quickly, and sometimes it is difficult to understand
the progression of each character.
For the most part though, I portrayed Sam as a good guy who is
initially unaware of his desire to
find a family, but one thing that
becomes very clear as the script
progresses is that he is ready to
16-year--

old

renounce his life as a wanderer."
The process of creating these
mentally, physically and emotionally defective characters according
to each individual's role interpretation is what makes this show an
especially challenging one, but
also especially effective. The relationships and bonds that exist
between the four young characters
are a critical point for both directors and actors to be aware of, and
it is this awareness on which the
story focuses.
"As director, I have the final
say in what story we're telling and
how it's going to look onstage, but
at the same time, I have to make
sure the actors are comfortable
with what we've decided and understand why we're reading a line
a certain way or crossing at a certain moment," said Umbarger.
Umbarger, Upton and the cast
are dedicated to producing a
professional interpretation
of Refuge.
"I have to admit that I didn't
pick this play to do as my senior
thesis, because I went abroad last
year without finalizing details,"
said Upton. "However, although I
didn't necessarily choose this production, I think we're all pretty
happy with our various interpretations of character, and I'm very
satisfied with the end result."
high-qualit-

y,

Grammy winner Hutchinson to soothe finals week
CAITLIN WEISS

Staff Writer
Sometimes the diversity on
this campus is startlingly apparent, a

diversity of preference.

example, a few weeks ago
WKCO brought in the band
Modey Lemon, and a month or
so ago they sponsored Pretty
Girls Make Grave, and now, on
Dec. 6, Kenyon After Dark is
For

bringing

in

Barbara Bailey

Hutchinson.

Like many other musical
group brought to Gambier,
Hutchinson is basically unknown among the majority of
the Kenyon student body. However, upon further research, it
becomes clear that Hutchinson
does not have the same blanket
of anonymity outside Gambier.
In

fact, the
Grammy, been voted
"Best Solo Performer" and
"Best Acoustic Performer" by
a magazine
poll of American
and Canadian universities and
singer-songwrit-

er

has won a

The

received the "Coffeehouse Entertainer of the Year" award
from the National Association
of Campus Activities four years
in a row. She has been compared to Jewel and Joni
Mitchell, and she has performed at schools all over the
country.
But it's hard to overlook the.
fact that there isn't one song of
hers on Kenster and that no one,
not even the students on the After Dark board, can provide information about her. Since Joseph Maurer was unable to respond by the time this article was
printed, the only way to find anything about Hutchinson was to
search for her name on the web.
Again and again, she is described online as "calming,"
"soothing," "a must for parents
and teachers" and "perfect for

naptime."
child's
Hutchinson's other claim to

your

fame, besides the acclaimed
lullabies, is her vocal work for
Hallmark and McDonald's com

Philadelphia Center IS"

Don't forqet to submit your

application for
study by
February 3, 2003! See you in Philly!
off-camp-

www

--

us

philactr

experience

n

life:

education at work

edu

V
,4

mercials.
While most students have
not heard of Barbara Hutchinson, some have not even heard

Kenyon Late
Nites changed its name to
Kenyon After Dark this year to
update their image. Though the
group's title has changed, its
mission hasn't, and After Dark
still organizes weekly alcohol-fre- e
events on Friday. and Saturday nights from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.
of After Dark

The group has had some recent
bowlsuccess with its
ing and movie nights.
Many students have grown
one-doll-

ar

wary of After Dark events;
WKCO acknowledged this fact
with its advertise campaign for
the Modey Lemon concert, writing on their posters something
like, "This is not your Late Nites

music."
After Dark has made an interesting choice by having

Hutchinson perform
Hosting Hutchinson could be a
great experience bringing toon-camp-

us.

gether cynical, jaded college
kids for a night of soothing,
regression. However, even if the student body is
tentative of After Dark events,
Hutchinson's dinner and concert
on Dec. 6 might just be what this
campus needs, a little calming
naptime before the storm of filight-hearte-

d

nals.

Oboe, bassoon boom for concert
Seven member ensemble to play Beethoven, Mozart in concert
BY ELIZABETH HENRY

Collegian Staff
A septet of musically talented
woodwind players will be taking
over Brandi Recital Hall on Tuesday, Dec. 3 at 7 p.m. to perform a
showcase of purely classical musical arrangements for students who
play wind instruments.
Adjunct Instructor of Music
Bailey Sorton is the director of the
Woodwind Ensemble, which is
composed of three clarinets, two
flutes, an oboe and a bassoon. There
are no prerequisites for joining the
class for which students receive .25
credits, however, as a general rule,
most students have some prior experience in music. "Usually about
half of the students involved are currently enrolled in private lessons
through the Kenyon music department," said member Michael

Nelson '06, who plays bassoon.
These students have been rehearsing once a week since the beginning of the semester, but they
have recently taken even more initiative in perfecting their show. The
ensemble will be playing several
pieces as a whole, including a piece
by Bozza and a piece by Tuthill.
There will also be various pieces by
sections of the ensemble including,'
but not limited to, a clarinet duet by
Mozart, a clarinet trio by Beethoven
and another piece by Beethoven
with a clarinet, an oboe and a flute.
Those who will be performing duets or pieces in smaller groups are
meeting separately to rehearse on
their own to smooth out the rough
edges and put on the finishing
touches.
"Although we always practice
p
pieces "with Profesour
sor Sorton, when it comes to small
full-grou-

group rehearsals, we often take the
time to practice on our own," said
Nelson. "It is easier to find time
for it when we break it into smaller
groups."
Due to its small size, the ensemble has a relatively casual and
amicable atmosphere, and current
group members were quick to
point out that since they operate
on a semester basis, new faces are
always welcomed. A spot in the
ensemble at the end of the year is
already reserved for those who are
intrigued or inspired by these
truly talented and dedicated musicians.
"It has been a great experience for me. I've learned to appreciate the dynamics of a small
group environment. I feel the
woodwind ensemble has helped
me to develop my musical skills,"
said Nelson
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Shepard shows ambivalence to media
When Judy Shepard spoke last night in Kosse Hall, she said a lot
of the things one would have expected her to say. "Hatred is a learned
behavior. You can choose to unlearn it. Love is a learned behavior.
Learn more of it," she said. Predictable as it was, surely few in atten
dance were not inspired by her passionate plea. Every year, a handful
of gay rights activists come to campus, and every year they bring with
them essentially the same message. It is a message of the highest im
portance, so everyone listens.
But what was interesting about last night's lecture is that a few of
the things Shepard said weren't what one would have expected. On at
least one topic, her thoughts were surprising and a little confusing.
But perhaps her overwhelmingly genuine perspective on hatred lends
itself to a very honest perspective on a wide variety of topics, and she
is honestly confused.
How can someone that relies so intently upon the media to spread
her message of love and to further her cause hate crimes legislation
be so critical of this same institution? She even went so far as to criticize
the queer media for an alleged lack of news coverage on hate crimes. At
first glance, it seemed that Shepard was biting the hand that fed her.
Of course, most of her concerns were more than founded. Speak
ing on the topic of gay pride parades, Shepard said, "The media needs
to stay for the entire parade." She argued that the news media always
photographs and interviews the most flamboyant parade headliners,
ignoring the more "boring" support groups that follow.
Indubitably there needs to be more coverage in the media on acts ot
discrimination and hatred towards America's gay, lesbian and bisexual
communities. There needs to be more media coverage of hate crimes in
general. Few gay activists would disagree that these concerns need to be
closer to the forefront of the popular national consciousness.
But Shepard argued that not only does the national media neglect
these issues, but the gay media does as well. She offered as an example the case of a man who was recently killed in San Francisco
because of his sexual identity. Few people are aware of this, because it
didn't make headlines, even in periodicals that cater specifically to
the gay, lesbian and bisexual community. Shepard said, "I don't need
to see any more Matts. There have been too many since Matt died."
But few people know about them.
What was most surprising was how Shepard talked about the media
that swarmed in front of the hospital in Wyoming while Matt lie inside dying. She seemed equally distressed at theeporters and photographers that never left the back of the courtroom while she gave her
deposition. The media that she invoked as such an important instrument of information at the same time distressed her, because she saw
them as too intrusive.
As she said repeatedly throughout the evening, she is just a mom,
and she was never prepared to be a public speaker or a lobbyist. She is
allowed to have conflicting opinions. Of course she was sad to see
reporters eyeing her every move at the most heartbreaking moments
of her life, but she still acknowledges the importance of the national
news media and the queer media. On this issue, Shepard's speech
seemed to echo a general sentiment felt on a national level. It is worth
noting that this sentiment is one plagued by ambiguity.
The media was certainly intrusive to the Shepard family during
this very difficult time, but these reporters were doing service to a
nation who was grieving along with this family and needed to know
what was happening in Laramie. The message that was plastered across
the front pages of newspapers across the world in October of 1998, an
awful horrifying message of hatred and tremendous loss, helped mil
lions of gay, lesbian and bisexual people across the country. Shepard
should know that a still grieving community thanks her for sacrificing
her privacy. You are making a difference.
Just as no person or institution can be entirely good or entirely
bad, it is right to treat the media with some ambivalence. Of course
there are always cases of reporters mistreating their subjects, but without them, the world would be totally uninformed. Shepard blamed
society for what happened to her son, and society can never be reformed in ignorance.

Phil Hands

Tiger Woods: the voice of female golfers?
BY JAMES LEWIS

Staff Columnist
I never thought the day would
come when I would agree with a
statement made by Jesse Jackson.
What brought about this seemingly impossible happenstance?
It seems that the renowned

Augusta National Golf Club,
which is famous for its hosting of
the Masters Golf Tournament every year, chooses not to admit
women to its membership ranks.
Understandably, this has upset
many people all over the world,
both male and female.
I, however, being too poor to
ever hope to play at Augusta and
not really sure that I'd want to
even if I did have the money, have
been too busy to care. That was
until the New York Times decided
to put in its two cents.
The Times published an editorial which called for Tiger

Woods, golf's biggest name,
partly due to his minority status,
to boycott the Masters in order to
"send a powerful message that discrimination isn't good for the golfing business."
Well, that's fine. Boycotts
have gotten across powerful messages, especially when groups
have mobilized to deprive of profit

businesses which discriminate.
However, the Times didn't call for
a group to do this. They called for
Woods to do it alone. And you can
bet it wasn't just because he's the
best golfer in the world.

From the little I've heard of
this debate, it's rather commonplace for people to insinuate that
it is Woods' special responsibility

to fight for women. I've heard
rhetoric about how he belongs to
an oppressed minority, so he should
identify with these women, and that
people fought to get him where he
was, so he should fight for others
and so on and so on.
This is where I come to my
point of agreement with Jesse Jackson. I cringe as I write those words
and hope that I'll never have to
write them again. For once, Jackson hit the nail on the head when
he said that the editorial was "unfair and inconsistent." When he
says, "I don't remember them say-jn- g
to Ben Hogan and Jack
Nicklaus that they should boycott
the Masters because blacks are not

Their assumptions completely
undermine the real rationale behind granting Woods and all talthe right
ented African-Americato play, the real rationale for admitting women to the august ranks
of the Augusta National Club.
These shouldn't be viewed as gifts
to these respective groups. As a society, we strive to extend equality
of opportunity to everyone despite
their status. No one should have
to earn equality. To insinuate that
someon should have to work off
a debt just because they're given
an equal chance seems a bit contradictory in a society that prizes
equality as highly as we do.
In addition, this rhetoric that
ns

No one should have to earn equality. To insinuate that someone should have to work off
a debt just because they're given an equal
chance seems a bit contradictory in a society
that prizes equality as highly as we do.
playing," he's not making an
anachronistic analogy. He's making a good point.
The reason that newspapers
didn't call on Ben Hogan and Jack
Nicklaus to boycott the Masters is
the same reason that critics haven't
made a widespread call for modern day golfers such as Ernie Els,
Phil Mickleson or Justin Leonard
to boycott. No one really thinks
they have to, because none of them
had to fight for their right to play
golf. Therefore, they have no special responsibility to see that fairness is accorded to women by
.

singles Woods out places a burden
upon him. Critics of Woods
shouldn't be calling for Woods or
any other significant minority who
happens to golf or happens to be a
member to do something about the
situation at Augusta. They should
be calling for every golfer in the
PGA to boycott, regardless of his

background. They should

http:archives.lcenyon.educollegian
The Collegian

say,

"You live in a society that values
equality, that calls upon all people
to uphold it. So all of you do something about it." Otherwise, when
they call upon just Woods, they
isolate him.in order to make him a
martyr or a goat.

that glows in the dark.
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So what? Rosen reserves the right to not care about Kenyon activities
BY ZACK ROSEN

Staff Columnist
Apathy has suddenly replaced
diversity as the buzzword du jour,
and if I hear one more complaint
about its rising prominence, I'm
going to be sick.
In last week's Collegian,

for this simple aim. Everyone here
goes to class; everyone here does
homework. There are only so
many hours in a day, and how I use
mine should be completely up to
me.
I am not saying these organizations do not have a place at
Kenyon. An integral part of the

little campus bursting with friendliness, but the friendliness has to
become sincere." I disagree. Everyone I met here is friendly, but
how does one gauge sincerity?
Perhaps Carpenter would prefer
that I give flowers and chocolate
to the people I pass on Middle
Path? People here are doing the

did not come to college to join the Housing and Grounds Committee.
I did not come to college to join the Presidential Search Committee. I
came to college simply to get an education, and I am sick of being
made to feel guilty for this simple aim.
Amanda Carpenter wrote a column
titled "Kenyon apathy increases"
in which she lamented the lack of
student interest in campus organizations. This touched a nerve in
me. I did not come to college to
join the Housing and Grounds
Committee. I did not come to college to join the Presidential Search
Committee. I came to college simply to get an education, and I am
sick of being made to feel guilty

small school experience, and one
of the main reasons I applied here,
is the ease with which a student can
get involved on campus. Many of
the clubs here are very specialized
like the Pealers and the Ballroom
Dance Club and should not feel
neglected because they only have
10 or 20 people. At Kenyon, .that
is a lot.
In her column, Amanda Car-

penter wrote, "We are indeed a

best they can. It sincerely pains me
that I cannot get to know everyone here as well as I would like,
but I am. busy. The two-hotalk I
have upstairs in the library means
two hours that I will spend in the
Gund Commons computer lab
later that night.
We are a group of smart, convicted individuals who care deeply
for one another. As I said, we are
doing our best. We also have to ex
ur

amine what is meant by the word
apathy. Some say apathy is lack of
concern for the problems that face
our campus. Some say apathy is
ignorance of the problems that we
face. I receive hundreds of allstus
a day, and somehow I missed
yours. Can you blame me? Every
day I walk around this campus and
am inundated from all sides by
shrill pleas for my attention: the
evangelist on Middle Path asking
me if my room cleans itself, 35
posters at my feet for Renegade
Theater, Milo Pullman announcing
yet another Horn show. My room
does not clean itself, and I simply
don't have time for all this.
Though it is sad that a worthy
organization must resort to sensationalism or saturate us with information just to get the Kenyon student body to take notice, every
allstu and poster simply digs their
hole deeper. I learned in my biology class about a principle called
adaptation. If the body is exposed
to a stimulus long enough, the
body begins to ignore it. Adaptation is the reason that you cease to

notice the smell in the monkey
house after a couple minutes and
why you probably didn't think
about the fact that your feet were
touching the ground until I reminded you.
Kenyon, as a whole, is adapting to all the information it receives by the hour. WKCO sends
out ten reminders about a certain
radio show, so to stand out, KCDC
must send out fifteen about an upcoming audition. Trying to one up
the KCDC, the Crazier Center for
Women sends 30 allstus announcing a movie screening. Pretty soon
I'll have 300 emails from my RA
reminding me of the hall meeting
tomorrow at 10. This is not fun.
Until the campus as a whole
practices some discretion in
what they think the entire student body needs to hear, we are
going to be apathetic. As Pwait
for that day to arrive, I will block
out some time to delete the 1,500
emails in my inbox and hope that
someone cares enough to read
this column. I won't blame them
if they don't.

War or peace: American decision could shape future of the world
BY

ROBERT ARKELL
Guest Columnist

Whenever I step away from
this place, I'm instantly thrown
back into a world that isn 't so easy
to understand. It's hard to believe
that we have lived through one of
the most prosperous times in history, despite our fears of stock
market crashes and economic recessions. Now, in a matter of more
than a year, we have watched that
era rapidly evolve into something
we cannot yet define. After watching America and the world radically change, I'm afraid that I can't
even begin to guess what will happen in the next few years, let alone
tomorrow.

Whether our nation has
crossed the invisible boundary that
separates one era from another is
the one question that should be

facing every American citizen.
Many said that Americans could
become unified after the Bush administration declared war against
terrorism. The opposite has turned
out to be true. Americans have divided themselves into two camps

concerning American foreign
policy. The more liberal "dove"
camp would prefer to concentrate
on preventing the American government from meddling in the
fairs of foreign governments,

afes-

pecially in the Middle East. How-

ever, the conservative "hawk"
camp drives to change American
foreign policy by having it take a
more aggressive stance on the process of "nation building," which
will result in overthrowing regimes
that are seen as a threat to American stability through the use of
military force. One camp wants to
change America by making it insular and isolationist. The other

wants to make it more outward and
aggressive. Both propose radical
solutions, and both have been
proven wrong by history.
I know that this is a bold statement to make, one that can be easily countered by members in both
of these camps. However, I feel
that it is an argument that must be
taken into account when considering other options. It is easy to say
that learning from the past will
give us the foresight to predict the
future. It never ceases to amaze me
how easily people forget what they
have learned from the past, and we
need to remember history with
more passion and determination.
In order to witness the consequence of the "dove" argument, we
only have to turn to the destruction of almost every influential
empire in human history. The desire to become more insular and
concentrate on overcoming the
imperfections of domestic society
has always led to the downfall of
great nations. Once the Romans
decided to concentrate all of their
efforts on domestic affairs, rather
than on the defense and expansion
of their borders, the Roman Empire instantly fell prey to barbarian invasions. The Mongol Empire
suffered a similar fate when it gave
up military aggression for domestic isolationism.
The third and most important

example of the failure of the
"dove" argument is the practice of
appeasement towards Nazi Germany during the 1930s. This example should be enough to prove
to Americans that trying to negotiate with opponents such as
Saddam Hussein and Islamic terrorist organizations will only place
the United States in a more dangerous position.

On the other hand,
a

I

think that

"hawk" policy could lead to

equally devastating consequences.
If the United States decides to pursue aggressive action in the Middle
East and pursue the process of "nation building," then it will assume
the identity of an imperialist
power. Once committed to this
path, America will inevitably face
the destiny of every other hegemonic nation that has come before
it. Napoleonic France, Germany
under the rule of Kaiser Wilhelm,
Athens under the leadership of
Alcibiades. All of these great powers were bent upon recreating the
world in their image, and all of
them were defeated when they
faced a united coalition of opposing nations. I do not think that our
nation can stand alone against a
world that is united against our
actions.
It's hard to grasp that only
three years ago, many people
were firm believers that the modern world was reaching the end
of history or a time when the nations of the world would exist in
absolute peace. Now, with the
destruction of the World Trade
Centers, the military action in

Afghanistan and the ongoing
battle against international terrorism, it seems as if the principles of the "hawks" and
"doves" have taken center stage
in American politics. What terrifies me about this is that there
seems to be no other alternative.
Americans now think that they
only have to decide between isolationism and imperialist aggression. If you try to follow a path

of moderation, you become
caught in the crossfire between
these two major factions.
Maybe I'm wrong when I

say that these two movements
will repeat the mistakes made in
the past. It's easy to sit safely on
the Hill and criticize the decisions made by America's political leaders. But I can't get over
my fear that America must now
choose between two futures. One
will take us into a time that re-

flects the world of 1914.The
other will lead us to assume the
same position that was taken by
the United States and Great Britain in 1939. We are stuck in a
time that will decide the course
of history.
However, I still believe that
it is not too late for another path

to be taken. America has the
chance to prove that it will not
follow the same fate that fell
upon the empires that came before it. We have a chance to preserve both our morality and our
strength as a nation, an opportunity to persevere where every
other great power has failed. If
America succeeds in doing this,
then we will have achieved
something that has never been
done before. The path that will
steer us away from repeating history has yet to be found. I can
only hope that we still have
enough time to find and follow
it.

Accessibility over aesthetics
Handicap accessibility is not
about being "more politically correct and open" (Collegian 1114
02). It is about ensuring every student, professor and visitor to
Kenyon has the same ability to
move easily around campus, regardless of their physical condition. Questions proposed by the
Collegian such as "What would
an elevator in. Peirce really look
like?" and "How would an addition to the back of Ransom affect
its aesthetics?" are not issues that
the Accessibility Review Committee seems concerned with, nor

should any member of the
Kenyon community be.
In the front-pag- e
article, Erin
Salva appeared to be emphasizing the structural impracticability
of making significant accessibility changes to the historic buildings because of their construc

tion not because of our lofty tra
ditions and
ideals of
aesthetics. It is the responsibility
of those of us with the luxury of
being able to walk down Middle
Path with only the discomfort of
pebbles in our shoes to fully sup
port any actions by the College to
ensure that everyone has the right
to experience the beauty of campus from Middle Path. The apparent scars that such accessibility
renovations might represent to
some aesthetically idealistic students would appear to me not a
blight on the buildings that "proclaim the College's proud past,"
but an emblem of the increased
tolerance of Kenyon's prouder future. Kenyon is a community of
beautiful people, not beautiful
buildings.
self-righteo-

us

Ellen Fulco '05
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Julia Weiss travels from Germany to Gambier to AT
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"Right now I would like to major
in business and management, but
it might change," she said. Sometime in the future, I would also
like to run an advertisement firm
or maybe work for one, but everything might change."
Weiss started working towards her future as an economist
here at Kenyon. She is taking

BY MIKA BACHMAHA
StaffWriter
d
Julia Weiss
all the way from
Schwarzhofen, Germany to be the
German AT at Kenyon College this
year. Even though she is from a rural area herself, life in Gambier
doesn't exactly stand up to her standards of living. "It is too small," she
said, "and too far from . . . anything."
The College itself, however,
turned out to be "much better from
what I have expected." She explains
it by the friendliness of people at
Kenyon and the atmosphere of the
place in general. Weiss knows what
she is talking about, since she attended various boarding schools in
Germany since she was twelve.
"When I was seventeen, I
came back from Amberg and spent
the senior year of gymnasium German high school close to home,"
said Weiss. "It was not the most
pleasant experience at first, because
I had to make new friends all over
again, and it is never easy.
"Except at Kenyon," Weiss
continued after a long pause. She
finds the people at Kenyon extremely friendly, and this makes her
feel more at home here. "In general,
I think Americans are much more
friendly and outgoing than Ger
mans."
Nineteen-year-ol-

traveled

:

microeconomics this semester
and is going to take macroeconomics next semester. Since one
of her priorities here is becoming
fluent in English, Weiss is also
English
taking an year-lon- g
course. She is also taking a tennis course this semester, which
will be substituted by black and
white photography in the spring.
"Both photography and sports are
my hobbies. I wish I could devote
more time to both of them," said
Weiss. But being an AT has kept
her very busy. "That's why I don't
have much time left for all the
clubs I would like to be a part of
here, at KC," she added.

Kevin Guck.es

life
Julia Weiss enjoys the friendly people and atmosphere of Gambier
yet. "I decided to take a year off and
This is something Weiss no

come to the USA, so I can improve
my English and try something new,"
she said explaining her decision to
apply for an AT position at Kenyon.
As for now, Weiss plans to return to Germany after this year is
over and finish her education there.
"I still don't know what university
I want to attend, but it's definitely
going to be in the city, Munich or
Berlin most likely." In fact, Weiss
does not want to return to rural life
even after graduating. "I will most
likely settle down in some city in
Germany," she said.
When it comes to future career
still uncertain
nlans.
pians, Weiss ii s su

ticed only this year, even though
she has been to the USA three
times before with her family. They

traveled around Florida and
Michigan and have been to Chicago. "But I was really small then
and don't remember much," said
Weiss. "Plus, we were just tourists, so American culture and its
people remained unexplored for
me." That's why this year is a completely new experience for Weiss.
Weiss just finished gymnasium
last year, since it takes thirteen years
in Germany to receive a high school
diploma, or Abitur as they call it,
and she hasn't entered a university

Even though being away
from home is not a new experience for Weiss, she still misses
her family and friends. "I can't
wait till I see all of them this
Christmas. It's going to be fun."
Her family consists of her
mother, who is a business man
ager; her father, who works as a-

civil engineer and an eighteen year
old brother who is fond of computers. "Oh, and two dogs and five
cats," Weiss added. "They are a
big part of our family, and I miss
them a lot. I wish students at KC
were allowed to keep pets."
When asked about how the
unification of Western and Eastern Germany in 1989 affected
their life, Weiss admits that it did
not have much influence on her
family. "Except for the part when
my dad had opened an office in
the East and then had to shut it
down because it wasn't efficient,"
added Weiss. "But it's understandable, since it was right after the
fall of the Berlin Wall, and the effects of centralized economy still
leftover had their impacts on the
businesses. But no matter what,
my family was always a supporter
of unification, and I think it was a
great event."
and
d
Being so
eager for new experiences, Weiss
enjoys her Kenyon experience a
lot and thinks she will get a lot
out of it. "The only thing I have
troubles adjusting too is cafeteria food," admitted Weiss. "It's
okay most of the time. I just wish
they didn't serve so much potatoes and starches. Besides that,
everything here at Kenyon Col

a.,

m........

open-minde-

lege
a is great.

Kenyion takes awav awards in Model UN comps

oi reimvama
New student club does well in its first outingsof the year at Lake brie ana university
"
mioht
never have come up with
might np.vp.r
UD '

BY RACHEL ARMSTRONG
StaffWriter

as an independent group for one
year, the Kenyon College Model
United Nations team is well on its
way to making a name for itself.
The team began its season by taking fourth place in the Lake Erie
International Model U. N. tournament at the end of October, then
went on to make an impressive
showing at last weekend's University of Pennsylvania Model United
Nations Conference.
"Considering that we expected the competition to be less
and we expected there to be fewer
schools there, we did really well
at LEIMUN," said team member

.

'06. We
Marisa Zupan-Ciccon- e
to
prepare,
time
of
lot
a
didn't have
we did
what
with
well
and we did
got
delegations
our
of
Four
have ...
'05
Ludders
Mike
and
awards,
got a gavel, which is a special individual award, so I think we re- ally made our mark. And we got
fourth place. It was a really good
experience for us as a team."
Individual awards at LEIMUN
were also given to
Zupan-Ciccon-

Ravya

El-Ze- in

e,

'06, Russell

Sherman '06, John Hart '05, Anna
Esty '06 and Nick Kwiek '05. On
a humorous note, Ludders and
Sherman also received Awards of

Dubious Distinction, which
Ludders described as "awards
given for being distinctly obnoxious, hilarious or nonsensical during the weekend's debating."
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before. If you're Sudan, what are
you supposed to say in defense of
your country?"
"The country we represented
at UPMUNC was Swaziland,"
said Kwiek. "It's another one of the
things that makes it so great that
we got four awards out of seven
people."
This is the MUN team's first
year as an independent entity. In
previous years, the debate team,
the individual events team and the
MUN team were all part of a single
group. "It's a new program here at
Kenyon, but it seems like we have

;

fee.--

,

..
4."

good leadership," said Zupan-Ciccon"I think we're working
in the right direction. They're really into what they're doing. It's a
lot of fun."
Megan Barrett '06 agreed,
saying, "The team dynamic is
wonderful ... When you're doing
so much work and it's so intense,
it's nice to have fun with the people
you're working with. We also get
some pointers on how to debate
better and such."
When asked about the appeal of MUN, Barrett explained,
"I personally like to be involved,
to know about current situations
through the world and to be up
on politics. And it's really interesting to find out the different
policies of different countries,
and being able to debate things
and
and work with other people
it's
I
think
learn diplomacy ...
experience
overall a really good
to have."
e.

Courtesy of KCMUN

Model U.N. tournament.
Members of the team that took part in the Lake Erie International
internal policies are. You debate
the format of an MUN tournament,
In UPMUNC, Ludders rethese issues, come up with a resosessions.
ceived a Superior Delegation saying, "It's a series of
lution about the policy. It's just a
We're each assigned different comaward, Kwiek received an honorreally good debate format, I think.
topics, and
able mention, and Johannes Van mittees that have different
Not only do you have to deal with
whatever
Der Tuin '06 and Tris Warkentin from there we represent
the personalities of the delegates,
Depend'06 received Citations from the country we've been given.
but you have to deal with their
ing on the topic and country, we have
Chair.
country policy ... It's pretty indifferent poli"I think we did alright at different stances and
tense, and you're usually debatcies."
Penn," said Kwiek. "We showed
...
added that ing for about five or six hours
Zupan-Ciccon- e
fairly well. Two of us took awards
of
You have to be in the character
there is more to the tournaments
and two of us took honorable menyour country and know what your
issues,
debating the
tions, and on a team of seven, that than simply
country would do, and you have
saying, "You do extensive research
was really well."
to come up with arguments you
foreign policy and
Mike Reynolds '06 explained about what your
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Farmland: Can Knox County keep its rural roots?
"The land these buildings are
on could have been sold, and the
money received from the sale
could have been used to purchase other land that didn't
violate the codes in Focus 2100,"
said Helt in an interview, insinu-atingththe money spent would
have been trivial compared to
the seven million dollars spent
on the buildings.
Because the agricultural land
surrounding Mount Vernon is relatively inexpensive, there exists
much more commercial and residential interest in exploiting this
resource. CSG's interest lies in preserving this land and revisiting the
exploitation of thecommunity 's agricultural industry and character.
"This plan is very much
needed," said Associate Provost
at

and Professor of Sociology
Howard Sacks. "We've lost energy on past projects, so it is time
to reinstate interest and find a way
to actually implement the plans
we have."
Sacks, who was involved in

original plans for the Focus
2100 Comprehensive Plan, is the
director of the Harrison Township
Zoning Committee. He has also
been involved with the Family
Farm Project, an investigation into
rural life in Knox County that eventually evolved into the Rural Life
Center at Kenyon. The Rural Life
Center focuses on promoting education, scholarship and public
projects about rural life through
educational programs and other
the

activities.
In a press release by Helt
dated Nov. 8, he proposed that
the CSG focus on three specific
methods to combat sprawl: first,
purchase agricultural easements;
second,

create urban growth

boundaries with incentives to
build where services such as
schools, water,
ment and EMS

sewage treatalready exist;
and finally, implement impact
taxes to cover costs of providing or expanding services into
outlying rural areas.
The first part of Helt's proposal, agricultural easements,
simply

means the purchase of land
for agricultural use. If this
system of easements is incorporated with the second part of Helt's
plan establishing urban growth
boundaries, they could effectively
stop sprawl by severely limiting
the amount
of land that is available for development.
Helt
introduced the idea of stricter zoning regulations that are more
specific and would improve the
current laws in Focus 2100, which
state that land cannot be divided
into anything smaller than five
strictly

acres.

"Some people make the

ar-

gument that we should just make
a'l of these
small plots into one-acr- e

lots," said Helt. "We could
cam them all together and
d
that we've solved the
pre-ten-

Problem

that way, but that
desn't work either. Basically,

our zoning codes are just inadequate."
CSG would potentially be
striving towards a final goal using
staggered lot zoning, in which each
farmer would be limited to the
number of times a plot of land
could be divided. For instance,
this would effectively prevent the
development of 275 condominiums that are currently threatening
open farmland on Upper Gilchrist
road.
The third concept of CSG's
plan involves a monetary punishment for newcomers to the
community in the form of an impact tax that will be enforced if
they intend to build in restricted
rural areas. This tax will reflect
the cost of necessary services to
the area, such as water, sewer systems, public schools, roads and
busing.
"The land looks cheap until
these people actually get here,
and then the other taxpayers are.
left to foot the bills they accumulate by not settling in places
where amenities already exist,"
said Kate Helt.
The impact fees that CSG will
potentially activate will reflect the
actual cost of supplying public
services, not just the price of the
cheap land and homes.
"I foresee a tremendous
amount of resistance to these
plans," said Helt. "Existing community members will have to deal
with a higher cost of living and
more zoning codes. However, if
we want to preserve the 'rural character' here in Knox County, these
changes are absolutely imperative."
For students at Kenyon, urban development in Knox County
may not seem such a big deal.
Thanks to efforts by Doug Giv-en- s,
Manager of the Philander
Chase Corporation, which is specifically dedicated to preserving
the land immediately surrounding
Kenyon through a system of land
easements and other policies,
Kenyon students won't ever feel
the effects of urban development
on the Hill.
"Kenyon would absolutely
be affected by urban growth and
sprawl," said Mary Hanna '03.
"We have a certain community
here as a result of our location,
and losing that would endanger
losing what is special about
Kenyon."
Some students have already
taken initiative to protect the area
surrounding Kenyon through participation in independent studies
on local farms, involvement at the
BFEC or becoming active at the
Rural Life Center.
"Kenyon College students
need to recognize just how fragile
the agricultural community surrounding Kenyon really is," said
George Herrity '04, who participates in an independent study with
the Helts. "We need to show support and interest in preserving the
rural character of Knox County."
Five other students are scattered
throughout the county participat- -

Hill."

Helt's determined stand
against urban growth and sprawl
in Knox County will only be ef-

fective if

rest of the
including Kenyon

The

community

students support him. His current plans include forming
caucuses within CSG that are di-
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Taryn Myers

Fewer farms in Knox County will be noticed by all, even Kenyon students.

ing in similar studies.
"Students need to get involved
in this," said Becky Chamberlin,
Administrative Assistant and Gardener at the BFEC and graduate of
'02. "Part of the reason I stuck
around this year was because I had
a chance to try to stop sprawl in
Knox County before it was too
late."
Kirsten Bierlein '04, who is
also under Helt's supervision, suggested that students who were not
interested in physically experiencing the life cf a farmer could get
involved politically. "If we could
have one student representative
on the zoning board, it would be a
great way for students to use their
liberal arts education for the betterment of the community," said
Bierlein.
Oberlin College has already
created a program that Kenyon
could potentially use as a model
called "Oberlin Design Initiative."
The program mainly deals in community involvement and town
sustainability development and is
very involved with its local zoning board.
In addition to political in-

would willingly become involved
in this program, if they realized
what was at stake."
Sacks agreed with this sentiment, say i ng, "Part of what makes
people come to this place is its
beauty, and if urban development encroaches on that, we lose
this beauty and tranquility and
can't see the stars at night for
the suburban housing developments that are surrounding our

vided by interest into farmland
preservation, park maintenance,
education and other areas of concern. "I want to allow people to
be creative, work in their caucuses and not just go to a bunch of
meetings," said Helt. "This way
we can get the plan implemented
so each group can use whatever
methods possible to create a plan
of attack for each stage."
Citizens for Smart Growth is
planning a second meeting for
Tuesday, Dec. 3 at 7 p.m. at the
Mount Vernon YMCA to determine organizational structure and
a definite plan of action. Students
are welcome to attend to better

educate themselves and' learn
what they can do to prevent urban
growth from creeping up on

Kenyon

College and Knox

County.

Ifyou were one of the Evangalists

on Middle

Path, what would you preach about?

'The most important issue on this
campus is why you should date
Call me at 6505, and I'll
do some preaching."

H

!

volvement, Chamberlin also
proposed the involvement of

J-d- og.

Johnny

"J-do-

g"

Sadoff '06
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CONTINUED FROM PAGEONE
36) east of Mount Vernon.

Kenyon students academically as
a tool to help local farmers articulate their ideas and goals for
the future.
"Many of the proposals that
local farmers submitted to various chairs and committees this
year were turned down because
of grammatical errors and lack

"The sanctity of the allstu."

Jesse Spencer '04
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of clarity," said Chamberlin.
"Surely students on campus
could be used to better articulate
what these farmers wish to convey, and I think this is a great way
to get the Kenyon community involved in this issue."
Students who are interested
in becoming involved with Knox

County

Citizens for Smart

Growth

or who are merely inter-

ested in becoming better
informed are encouraged to
contact the Rural Life center at

rurallifekenyon.edu.
"I think that if this becomes
event, Kenyon stu-

a big enough

dents will definitely become
involved," said Megan Chambers '05. "Kenyon's location
plays such a huge role in defining the college that I think students

"Why cellphones should be
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banned in Gambier."

Amanda Samponaro '04

"Why Kathryn Salter should not
be allowed caffeine."
Nancy Cass '05 and

Sarah Handel '05

By Isankya Kodithuwakku
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Revamped Lords basketball ready to soar
Year two of the Kunka era features three new starters, and a new
BY ERIC FITZGERALD
-

Staff Reporter

Minus its top three scorers
from last year, the Lord's Basketball team looks to improve in Dave
Kunka's second year as head
coach. Heading into the 2002-0- 3
season, the Lords return seven
players along with a host of freshmen who hope to improve, the
team's conference standing
"We have to look to the future
to
and our returning players who I
know can produce positive results
and make us a more
team," said Kunka.
In Kunka's first year at the
well-round-

ed

helm, the Lords finished

6-1-

8

mark in
overall, including a 2
NCACplay. From that squad, the
team lost its top three average scor4-1-

ers Chad Plotke (21.9), Andy
Flores (11.1) and Brian Porter
(8.7). However, Kunka contends
that this year's team will be more
balanced.
This year's squad begins their
campaign with two tournaments
over Thanksgiving Break. In the
University of Chicago's Midway
the Lords will
Classic, Nov. 23-2in the opener.
school
face the host
to Washingtravel
then
Lords
The
will
compete
they
where
D.C.,
ton,
at the Mary mount University Tournament.
"If we come out and play
agressive and are not intimidated
by the size and reputation of the
University of Chicago, we have the
ability to pull off a major upset,"
said junior Ryan Ripley. "Our guys
need to believe both in themselves
and in the team for this to happen."
In the opener, freshman Matt
4,

Formato and junior Alex Neuman
will start in the backcourt. Last
year, Neuman started 19 games
and shot 43.7 percent from behind
the arc. His experience should
compliment the youth of Formato
who assumes the point guard role.
Coming off the bench are junior
Aaron Stancik and sophomore
Paul Grady.
"We're a pretty good shooting
team from the perimeter," Kunka
said. "Last year, we were in the
conference's top five in a lot of offensive categories."
At the forward positions,
freshman Tyler Rehm and senior
John Campbell will start. Sophomore Till Wieczofek and freshman
Matt Reynolds will see playing
time off the bench. In the middle,

up-tem-

offense relies on big men

po

the Lords are striving tor a a-higher finish and a berth in the
conference tournament, which
includes the top eight teams.
"Making the tournament is
certainly something we're shooting for," Kunka said. "We might
not go from the bottom to the
top, but we need to make strides.
It may be a little more difficult
this season, losing four of our
top seven or eight, but we can
make improvements."
The Lords open up their
home schedule in a conference

if

T1

battle against the College of
Wooster on Dec. 7. Last season,
the team used the home court to
its advantage. Kunka hopes students will continue supporting
the team. As his team aspires to
improve, he hopes to see students increase their support for
the team, as well.
"As far as home court goes,
we like to see our fans get down
here early, getting rowdy and
and making it a
for
other teams to
tough place
said.
"One thing
Kunka
play,"
that gets us going is seeing fans
down here early."

pnyon

the Lords return junior Ryan

uy

if,

Ripley and senior J.C. Cangilla.
Although the team lacks size and
could be overmatched in the paint
against bigger opponents, how the
Lords fare close to the hoop will
play a large role in the team's success.
"The inside guys need to do a
good job rebounding and defending," Kunka said. "They have to
do the dirty work for us, even
though they might not be our
main offensive threats."
Although nearly 60 percent
of the team's offense was lost
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Thus far into the season,
Kevin Guckes

Junior Ryan Ripley takes a shot during a recent Lords practice.

this year, Kunka believes the
Lords will score points. The
team's key to improvement resides in how easily opponents
score. Last season, the Lords allowed an average of 84.9 points
per game.
"We do have an excellent
shooting team, and we need to

brand
their
of basketball, Kunka hopes to
see more emphasis on defense.
"We're fast on offense, but

keep using that to our advantage,"
Kunka said. "However, we also
need to focus on keeping other

In

teams from shooting so well
against us. Defense and rebounding will be the key to our season.
We had trouble stopping other
teams last season, and that's why
we lost 18 games."

fast-temp-

o

we need to be a lot faster on defense," Kunka said.
The Lords finished ninth
record in NCAC
with a 2
This season,
season.
last
play
4-1-

captains Campbell and Cangilla
have provided the team with
leadership.
"Overall, I feel the team has

maintained a positive attitude
and
throughout the
the first month of practice,"
Ripley said. "J.C. Cangilla and
pre-seas-

on

John Campbell have done an exceptional job as team captains
and have earned the respect of
their fellow team members with
their hard work and dedication."

Women's Cross Country places seventh at regionals
is 47th
In tough six kilometer course, McNamara finishes 22nd, Koss comes in 41st, Britton
have no trouble buildBY JAMES LEWIS

Staff Reporter

The Women's Cross Country team closed out their season with the same sort of performance that they turned in
all year. It was a decent performance, but not quite what
they expected or would have
hopetf for themselves at the
beginning of the season.
Two weeks after failing to
defend their NCAC championship title, the Ladies finished
seventh out of 33 teams at the
NCAA division III Great
Lakes regional championship.
The Ladies had to contend
with the snowy conditions of
this year's race, which caused
nearly an hour delay before
the meet began, and also the
6,000 meter course, which is

longer than the customary
5,000 meter course.
Calvin College, winners
of the regional championship
for the past 14 years, finished
in first place with 70 points.
The Ladies were also bested

by NCAC rivals Denison and

Oberlin, who finished in sixth
and third place with 207 and
187 points respectively. Ohio
and
teams Baldwin-Wallac- e
finished
Union
also
Mount
ahead of the Ladies, at second
and fifth place, respectively.
As she has all year, first-ye-

ar

chored the Kenyon Ladies, run
d
ning the best race of an
season and finishing
68th with a time of 24:14.
The Ladies have had what
would generally be considered
a successful season if they had
not been preceded by the dazinjury-riddle-

zling success of last year's

Women's Cross Country team.
Still, this year witnessed the
wonderful success of McNamara,
y
who burst onto the
scene at the GLCA Championships, the opening meet of
the season, finishing in third
place.
At the same time, the GLCA
finishers.
Championships alerted the LaAs always, a strong supthe NCAC
porting cast trailed her. Junior dies to the fact that
in this
to
race
Laura Koss finished 41st with would be tougher
traditional
only
not
year, with
a time of 23:42, only six secrival Denison beating out the
would
she
than
onds slower
Oberlin finishhave needed to be named to the Ladies, but also
Ladies in a
the
of
ahead
ing
team. Junior capthe
Allegheny,
race.
close
tain Tenaya Britton finished
also
team,
NCAC
47th with a time of 23:57. In
though
even
a
threat,
as
loomed
the last race of her college cawent head to head
reer, senior captain Meg Biddle they never
until the NCAC
Ladies
the
with
finished 52nd with a time of
championships. Kenyon was re
24:00. Junior Katie Tully an

runner Christina McNamara
led the way, finishing in 22nd
place out of 227 runners with a
time of 23:16. She added one
more garland to her stack of
awards accrued this year by being named to the
team, composed of the top 35
all-region-

all-regio-

cross-countr-

al

nal

top-rank-

ed

peatedly disappointed, as the
Ladies finished behind either
Oberlinjor Denison whenever
one of the teams was at the
same meet as the Ladies.
The Ladies held their
own this season, however, always providing respectable
finishes at the smaller meets
and more than holding their
own at meets with bigger
schools such as the
meet and the Midwest collegiate championship. Still, in
the end, they could not overcome the combination of talented teams and their own
gaps in the running.
Next year, the Ladies
All-Oh-

Fraternities

io

should
ing on their success. Biddle is
e
the only consistent
runner who is graduating, and
Koss, Britton and Tully will
have plenty to prove in their
senior year. If McNamara imshe
proves in the
runthe
best
be
can very well
ner in the NCAC. However, if
the Ladies are to succeed next
season, they will have to learn
once again to master that
which catapulted them to the
top last year, the art of running
in packs. They must close the
top-fiv-

off-seaso- n,

gaps in their top five. When they
do this, the Ladies will be ready to
reclaim the NCAC championship.

- Sororities - Student Groups

this semester with a proven
Earn $l,000-$2,00- 0
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event.
Our programs make fundraising easy with no
risks. Fundraising dates are filling quickly,
so get with the program! It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888)
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
923-323-

8,
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Lords cross finish line with fourth place at regionals
BY LIAM HAGGERTY
ScafF Reporter

Seniors Michael Baird and
Ben Hildebrand, who Coach
Duane Gomez called the "one-tw- o
punch" of the Lords Cross Country team, will both be running this
Saturday at St. Olaf College in the
NCAA national championship.
Michael Baird ran an extremely
d
fast race on the
Univerat
Ohio
Northern
course
a
with
time
25:03
finishing
of
sity,
for an individual second place finish. The only runner to finish before Baird was Calvin College's
Hendrik Kok, who finished in
24:49 to take the individual regional championship. After Baird
finished, he turned around to see
teammate Ben Hildebrand finish
with a time of 25:11, placing seventh overall.
The Lords finished fourth as
a team, which was a little short of
what was needed to advance to the
NCAA Championship. Only the
top two teams earned a spot to
compete at St. "Olaf, and those
places were filled by Calvin College, which won the meet with 39
team points, and Mount Union
College, second with 68 points.
DePauw University was third with
96 points, and Kenyon finished
snow-covere-

hind a group of three or four
Calvin runners in the lead pack for
a good portion of the race. At
around the third mile marker, the

with 149 points.
In addition to the two qualifying teams, the top four individuteams
als from
to
nationals.
also earned trips
Baird and Hildebrand both met
this requirement, and they will be
heading the NCAA Championship
for the second year in a row.
Senior Matt Cabrera, finishing in 26:05 placed 33rd overall,
and, with Baird and Hildebrand,
earned
honors given to
finishers. Junthe top thirty-fiv- e
ior Andrew Sisson finished his
season strongly with a 46th place
finish at 26:28, and fellow junior
Aaron Emig wrapped up the
Lords' scoring with a 65th place
finish in a time of 26:53.
The start of the race was delayed for nearly an hour, as crews
worked to clear nearly an inch of
snow off the course. Even after the
snow was cleared away, the course
was still soggy, and the cold temperatures mixing with the moisture led to slushy running conditions. Footing was difficult for everyone throughout the race. The
course began with an uphill climb,
and the field of 219 runners jockeyed for position early.
Following their long established strategy, Hildebrand and
Baird stuck together, running be
non-qualifyi-

all-regi-

ng

lead pack slimmed down to
twelve runners, with Hildebrand
and Baird running side by side
right in the middle of it. As the
fourth mile began, Kok began to
make his move, distancing himself from the pack to take sole possession of the lead. Right behind
him were Baird and Hildebrand,
still running pretty much side by
side.
A scary moment for the Lords
occurred at around the four and a
half mile marker. Baird, running
hard in the slush, took a spill that
nearly took out Hildebrand. Baird
was able to quickly return to his
feet and didn't lose any ground,
avoiding a potential disaster. Back
on his feet, Baird made his kick.
Kok had put too much ground
between himself and the rest of the
field, but Baird made every effort
to close the gap and prevented
anyone from passing him in the
home stretch. Hildebrand, who
was battling the elements as well
as the onset of a migraine, battled
just as hard, holding to his seventh place spot and assuring himself a trip to nationals. "It was a
great race where we left every

on

thing out on the course," said
Baird.
"I am disappointed that
isn't going to nationals, but
we ran a good regional race," said
Hildebrand. The sentiment was
mutual among the Lords. Sending
the team to nationals was a goal
for the team, but positives were
still to be found in the end of the
team's season. As Baird said,"The
season ... was an incredible expethe-tea-

rience.

I

been outstanding leaders both off
and on the course. They are all
extremely motivated and are as
hard working as anyone as I have
ever coached."
Cabrera offered his thoughts,
saying, "I am proud of our guys
this year. They ran with guts.
They ran for the team. There is
really nothing more a man can do
for himself and his team than

m

that."

felt like the team

Although the team's season
may be over, both Hildebrand and
Baird have one more big race to
look forward to. Cabrera said of
their trip to nationals, "Both
Michael and Ben ran very gutsy
races. I think that both of them will
this Saturday and
be
will join an elite few."
Baird said, "For nationals, we
are looking to have fun and run our
hearts out. It is going to be hard to
be there without a team, but I think
that we are going to be running a
lot more confidently than we did
last year and are willing to bring
more to the line. Nationals is one
of those things that you don't ever
know what to expect. Even if you
have been there before, in a race
like cross country there is nothing
that you can do to fully prepare
yourself for it. You have to go out
there and not be afraid to race."

worked well together and that
everyone ran harder than they
thought they would be able to
going into the year. I feel like the
team has grown a lot this year
and that the underclassmen have
learned what it is going to take
to succeed in the years to come."

All-Americ-

Coach Duane Gomez reflected on the season as well,
saying, "Regionals was a really
nice ending to a very successful
season. The guys ran great, and
we are all very proud of them."
He added, "Overall, it has been
a fine season for the Lords. We

haven't been as strong as in
year's past, but the men still ran
very tough all season and would
not let anything get them down.
The three seniors, Baird, Cabrera
and Hildebrand will be sorely
missed next year. They've all

ans

Veterans bring experience and balance to Ladies
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BY JAMES ROSENBLUM
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With winter fast approachi2002-0- 3
season of the
Kenyon Ladies Basketball program is on the horizon. After a
decent campaign last year that
(8-- 8
landed them at 12-1- 2
NCAC), the Ladies look to capitalize on a strong core of returners and a confident recruiting
class to anchor the team in the
coming season.
With any team, the character of the group stems from their
captains, and the Ladies have
three very capable leaders. Returning for their fourth season in
Kenyon uniforms, seniors Beth
Lye and Eileen Wittman have
been consistent contributors to
the Ladies' successes. Wittman,
a second time captain, returns
into the guard mix on the squad
and brings on the court flair and
timely shooting to the Ladies

ng, the

Said

Head

Coach

Suzanne Helfant, "Eileen provides us with tons of energy and
will provide us with offense."
Lye, a senior post, returns after a solid junior campaign, averaging 8.2 points and 4.7 rebounds per game in 2001-0Helfant said, "Beth Lye is really
remarkable and is someone who
will rally the troops on the floor."
Joining them in completing the
is junior Krissy
Zatroch. A key role player last
year, the intangibles she brings
to the table are second to none.
2.

tri-captains-

hip

"

i

4

iri

'!
.s

rs

Megan Sheasby and Allison
Warner figure to see playing
time as lineups and will be
worked around a bit to find a
good balance in the backcourt.
"If you don't handle the ball

.

:

first-yea-

Madarras,

Lindsay

Staff Reporter

lineup.

ll

seniors ready to help Kenyon Ladies take team to next level in NCAC competition

ar

i

Quartet of four-ye-

B-ba-

well," said Helfant, "your

v

frontcourt won't see the ball, so
we have to do a good job pro-

tecting the ball." With turnovers plaguing last year's team
at key times in games, this will
be a big concern for this year's

I

I

;

Kevin Guckes

The Ladies were working hard in a preseason i intrasquad scrimmage.

Helfant noted that she is "someone who pays attention to de-

tail."
The strength of the captains
reflective of the team itself.
The Ladies have a very potent
group of returning players from
last year's squad, despite losing
their starting backcourt of Erin
O'Neill and Sarah Fox, the team
is

leader in scoring, rebounds, assists, steals and field goal percentage, to graduation. Returning for their fourth campaigns,
seniors Lauren Camp and Cori

Arnold bring skill and court
awareness. Camp, a forward,
averaged 7.6 points and was

second on the team with 5.3 rebounds per game. Arnold, a senior post, averaged 8.2 points
and 4.7 rebounds per game in
2001 and provides both offen-

sive firepower and shooting
range, as she nailed 16 three
pointers last season. In addition
to Lye, Camp and Arnold, juniors Allison Lebar and Sarah

Wutka and

first-yea-

rs

Katie

Walker and Katy Zeanah, make
up the formidable 2002-0- 3
squad.

The big question heading
into this season revolves around
the backcourt, which will be
brand new this season after the

departures of O'Neill and Fox.
Joining Wittman and Zatroch in
the returning backcourt are
sophomores Heather Preston and

Dana Halicki. Preston was
pushed into the backup point
role last season and, although
struggling at times, gained valuable experience and played admirably down the stretch.
Halicki, an off guard, was another pivotal role player last
year, as she was pressed into
service at key points in games.
Her accurate shooting and
three-poi-

nt

capability will

serve the Ladies well as they
attempt to replace the scoring

coaching staff.
"Everyone is going to be
in different roles ...We are going to grow through growing
pains this year," said Helfant.
After embarking on the
road to a tournament at the University of Chicago this weekend, the Ladies travel for their
first night game of the year on
Nov. 26, as they go to Alliance
to take on the Mount Union
Purple Raiders at 6 p.m. Conference play starts the following Wednesday, Dec. 4, when
they face the Earlham College
Fighting Quakers at 7:30 p.m.
on the Quakers' turf.
The Ladies home schedule
starts when NAIA and cross-tow- n
foe Mount Vernon
Nazarene University invades
Tomsich Arena on Sat. Dec. 7.
Game time is at

1

p.m.

These should be good early
challenges to test the character
of the Ladies as they embark on
the up and coming season.
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Ladies swimming blows div. I Toledo out of the water
Ladies dominate Rockets from start to finish; relay teams, sprinters shine, Ladies prep for UNC

Senior-le- d
BY

JUSTIN KARPINOS
Staff Reporter

The Kenyon Ladies Swimming and Diving team picked up
an unexpected win last Saturday
by defeating the division I Toledo
Swimming a full
Rockets 183-11sixteen event format, the Ladies
surprised the guest Rockets early
on and maintained control of the
meet throughout the afternoon.
The first event of the afternoon, the 200 yard medley relay,
saw the Ladies' quartet of Beth
Galloway '04, Betsy Garratt '03,
3.

Meilyn Chan '05 and Agnese
Ozolina '05 grab an early lead over

Toledo with Galloway's 26.62
backstroke split. "I was happy with
my second 50 on the relay, because
I really like to swim faster on relays," said Galloway, "It is more
exciting to go a best time on a relay and know that it helped three
other people win that event. I think
it shows that our endurance is up
right now, which is good going
into a taper less strenuous meet
in the beginning of December."
A Toledo false start allowed
Kenyon 's B team of Sarah Retrum

'03, Christina Stratton '06,
Courtney Stecz '05 and Jane
Alexander '06 to take second
place. .
The 1,000 yard freestyle was
owned by Toledo's Sheona
Lottering who pulled away from
Kenyon's Kristin Landry '04 for
finish by Landry,
the win. A
Kate Holland '03 and Hillary
Strong '04, however, prevented the
Rockets from gaining ground in
the team score.
Not to be outdone, the Ladies'
freestylers
corps of middle-distanswept Toledo to add to the team's
lead. Ozolina, Melissa Holt '03
and Rachel Smith '06 finished in
1:55.08, 1:56.02 and 1:56.52, respectively. Another Kenyon sweep
in the 100 yard backstroke by Gal
2-3-

-4

ce

loway, Jennie Miller '06 and
Retrum padded the lead. Galloway's
winning time of 58.45 was just .39
seconds off the pool record.
Betsy Garratt broke her own
pool record in the 100 yard breast-strokwhich she set in a tie with
Denison's Alyssa Heidinger last
year, winning the race in an im-

4

'i

A

.1

pressive early season time of
1:06.78. "Betsy's pool record was

"

3

really great. She was eager to swim
that event, and it showed. Her desire to be at the wall first helped
her perform exceptionally well. It
bodes well for the future," said
Galloway.
In the next event, seniors
Claire Tindal and Ashley Rowatt
used their closing speed to take the
200 yard fly out of the hands of
early leader Taryn Smith of Toledo.
"Rachel Smith knew she was going to have a good race in the 500,
and she kept up with the Toledo girl
very well throughout the race.
Claire had an amazing race in the
200 yard fly. It was exciting to see
both she and Ashley go 2:10 at this
point in the season and really help
out our point total. It was good to
see that the sprints, middle and
long distance events were swum
very well," said Galloway.
Galloway won her second
event in the 50 yard freestyle by

edging out Toledo's Emily
Markovich, 24.05 to 24.29.
Kenyon's Emmie Dengler '05 was
third.

.
.

-

Toledo's large diving corps
made up some ground in the diving events, taking first and second
place on both boards. Kenyon's
Meg Shields and Qdinn Hoffman
were third and fourth, respectively,
on the 1 meter board. The pair finished fourth and fifth, in the
event.
Toledo's Emily Markovich
was denied again in the 100 yard
freestyle, as Ozolina took the lead
off the final turn and charged home
--

ter

.

v

Vv

JA
Kevin Guckcs

The Ladies exploded off the blocks against Toledo last weekend.

to win in 53.03. Seniors Erinn
Hurley and Holt, were third and
fourth, respectively.
With only three entries in the
200 backstroke, the potential for
race was dimina
ished by three empty lanes in the
middle of the pool.
Retrum raced stroke for stroke
with Toledo's Jennifer Patterson,
though neither competitor seemed
head-to-he-

ad

Co-capta-

in

aware of the other. Patterson
edged Retrum for the win, 2:11.20
to 2:11.54. Holland was third.
Toledo's lone 2 finish of the afternoon came in the 200 yard
breaststroke, where the Rockets'
1--

3-me-

J r

ft

e,

juniors Samantha Keevy and
Lauren Beckett swept Rowatt,
Garratt and Brooke Birchell '05.
Kenyon's Smith prevented Toledo from sweeping the distance
freestyles by capturing the 500
yard freestyle in the final 50.
Smith finished in 5:10.54 to
Lettering's 5:10.79. Landry and
Holt placed third and fourth, re
spectively. Toledo's Smith, previ

her own pool record of 23.86.
"I think the general impression
on the women's team was, 'where
yard butterfly. Chan, Danielle are they?'" said Galloway. Their
team consisted of about ten swimKorman '06 and Stecz finished
to negate the Rockets' win in mers and a few divers, so, appearance-wise,
we knew something was
terms of overall team score.
off from the start. After dominatThe Rockets, lacking the overing the first half of the meet and
all depth of the Ladies, were only
able to field one swimmer in the feeling secure that we could pull it
200 yard IM. The Ladies' trio of off with some good swims in the
second half, it was a little disapOzolina, Tindal and Rowatt finover five seconds pointing to not be battling for our
ished
ahead of the lone Toledo swimmer. wins. Despite the lack of enthusiAlthough the final relay of the asm on their part, perhaps due td
meet was essentially irrelevant to the fact they had a tiring meet
against Oakland the night before,
the meet's outcome, Toledo nonea
with
the
our swimmers stepped it up."
Ladies
theless presented
The Ladies host the Akron
battle. Galloway, Garratt, Hurley
and Dengler were tested throughout Zips this Saturday at the Ernst Centhe entire race, but managed to win ter at 1 p.m. A group of seven
swimmers will be travelling to
in 1:38.83, just .56 seconds off the
Chapel Hill, N.C. this week to
pool record set last year by the Ladies' team of Galloway, Hurley and compete at the Nike Cup Invitagraduates Madeleine Courtney-Brook- s tional. Both competitions will be
and Abby Brethauer. The the final meets before the important Miami Invitational in Oxford,
highlight of this race was Galloway's
Ohio in December.
broke
leadoff split of 23.79, which

ously denied in the 200 yard butterfly by Tindal and Rowatt, distanced herself early to win the 100
2-3-

1-2-

-4

-3,

Kenyon Equestrian... more than just a show sport
KCET seeks to provide a naing experience ior
BY MICHAEL REYNOLDS
Staff Reporter
You can find them cleaning
out horses' stalls at 7:15 a.m.
They spend hours there in the
morning, mucking stalls and
grooming and feeding six very
special animals. They are fully
g
of
responsible for the
grain
the
buy
these horses. They
to feed them and make sure the
horses are vaccinated and that all
medical records are up to date.
This is the life of a member of
well-bein-

KCET, 'the Kenyon College
Equestrian Team.
Operating out of a barn near
the Brown Family Environmental Center, the Equestrian Team
is always growing. As of right
now, the team consists of ten
members who take lessons twice
a week in order to prepare them
selves for competitions. There

are also an additional five team
members who are simply club
members that only take lessons
once a week. As competitive team
member sophomore Julie Devine
explained, "Depending on the
rider's level, we might just walk

and trot around, doing rider
strengthening exercises, horse supplying exercises, basic warm ups.
Then we have a goal to accomplish, whether it is maintaining a
steady canter or finding a rhythm
through a set of jumps."
In order for the team to excel
in competitions, they need to become as comfortable as they can
be on their horses. "Every ride is
teaching the horse something, as
well as the rider," said Devine.
"They learn good things and bad
things just as easily. We have to
teach them to be sympathetic les
son ponies as well as to continue
their training as athletes, which all

DOin

tne senous coinpeuiuib anu

our horses are. We teach them a
cue like you might teach your dog
to sit, but instead of verbal commands, it's a squeeze with the leg
in a certain place on their sides,
or a gentle pull on the rein to say
pull yourself together or turn right,
but not too sharp or not too wide."
Interestingly, this camaraderie between horse and rider is negated in shows. Under the rules
set forth by the Intercollegiate
Horse Show Association (IHSA),
riders are forced to ride horses that
are new to them. "IHSA is unique
in that you ride horses provided
by the host and do not have a
chance to warm up before your
class," said senior captain Margaret Crews. "A few minutes before
your class, you have to go to a
draw table and draw the name of
a horse out of a hat. More than
likely you have never ridden this
horse before the show. You can

luica wnu jui wom

not warm up and must simply ride
and hope that you picked a good
one.
This can be problematic, as

Devine explained saying,"You
never know what kind of horse you
will get."You might get one that
has been taught to steer in a totally
different way than you have been
taught to steer, and therefore, you
can't get anywhere."
The Equestrian team, despite
riding against teams with twice as

many competitors, has been
pleased with their performances so
far. Competing against teams like
Ohio University, the Ohio State
University, Lake Erie College and
Denison University, the team, behind Crews, Devine and sophomore Blythe Philips, has turned in

some excellent performances.
They've competed in two compe
titions so far this season, at Ohio
University and Lake Erie College.

Currently, they are preparing
for a return to Lake Erie College
in February. However, shows are
not the only things for which riders and their horses need to prepare. "We also go to events,
where there are three phases,
dressage, stadium jumping and
cross country, testing submission,
maneuverability, speed and endurance," said Devine.
The members of the Equestrian team also pride themselves
on their civic involvement. This
past fall, a terrible fire tore
through the stables at Ohio University, devastating their program
and even taking the life of one of
their horses. As a way of helping
out, the Equestrian team sponsored pony rides to raise money
for the program at Ohio Univer
sity. They also gave pony rides
this past Halloween to children in
the Mount Vernon community.
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Lords Swimming torpedos div. I Rockets of Toledo
Freestylers excel in Lords' decesive win over Toledo, Lords prepare for UNC's Nike Cup this weekend
TTTT
BY SHARON SORKIN
petitor generally chooses
7777?

to
swim his race and used all of
this information to create what
we thought would be their most
competitive lineup against us.
What we found was a team almost identical to our own.
Where we had front-enspeed,
so too did they. Where we enjoyed depth, so too did they.
From the looks of it we were
preparing for one of the greatest dual meets of all time.
Needless to say, we were excited."
Brook wrote on, "However, we also knew that this
weekend and the ultimate degree of our success was intricately tied to the success of

Staff Reporter

The Kenyon Lords are

Mr

aiming for the top spot in
Men's Swimming. Not only
do the swimmers expect to be
the top team in the conference, but they expect to be the
top team in division III. So
when a big dog division I
school like the University of
Toledo comes to Kenyon's
pool, the Lords are ready to
swim. And that's exactly what
happened.
The Lords crushed Toledo
in a

182-9- 8

d

.

relay Not only did the

swimmers take the race, but
they set the pool record at
1:32.99. Lords seniors Carlos
Vega, Read Boon, freshman
Andrejs Duda and junior Marc

set the pace
for the rest of their team and
an example of what was to be
expected of them for the rest
Courtney-Brook-

s

day.
Sophomore Elliot Rushton
won the 100 yard freestyle
(9:49.12), and Boon and Duda
of the

again came through, taking
first and second place respec-

tively in the 200 yard
freestyle (i:42.04, 1:42.80).

Leandro Monteiro
and freshman Russ Hunt also
took first and second place in
the 100 yard backstroke with
times of 51.13 and 52.02.
The Lords continued to
dominate placing in the top
two slots for the 100 yard
breaststroke. Dan Kiepfer
took the race with 59.91,
Sophomore

i

i

J

Saturday.
unconquered, the Lords took 13
of 16 events from Toledo.The
only losses were in the 200
yard freestyle relay and two

ley

i

victory this past
Leaving no race left

diving events in which the
Lords had no participants.
The Lords kicked off the
meet with the 200 yard med-

!'"

'

Toledo. Having seen. great

J.

"IS

Kevin Guckes

The Lords were poised to fly through the water, and they did.

while junior Petar Kvaric followed right behind him in
1:01.45. Vega stepped up again
and won the 200 yard fly

(1:53.13), while

Courtney-Brook- s

pushed his team's lead
far ahead, finishing first in the
50 yard freestyle (21.37) and in
the 100 yard free style (47.11).
Afterwards, the Lords had
a spectacular defeat of Toledo
g
in the 200 yard backstroke,
first, second and third
places in the event. Monteiro
won the race (1:52.88), followed by first-yea- r
Justin
Lawrence (1:53.63) and sophomore Fernando Rodriguez
(1:54.48). Kenyon managed to
push Toledo out of the top three
tak-in-

finishers again

the next
men's event, the 200 yard
breaststroke. Kiepfer led the
pack (2:07.34), followed by
in

Gabe Rodrigues (2:10.83) and

Krvavic (2:14.34). There was
over a ten second difference be-

tween

Kiepfer

the

first

Kenyon hand that touched the
and the first Toledo
swimmer.
Kenyon continued in their
demolition of the Toledo squad
with the 500 yard freestyle, in
which they took first and second place. The swimmers ensured the Lords' victory with
Boon's lead time of 4:41.55,
followed shortly by Rushton's
second place touch at 4:47.17.
Ready to close out the meet
were two big races for Duda.
In the 100 yard fly, Duda took
first (50.61), followed by a second place finish by Vega
(51.37). Finishing up, Duda
again took first in the 200 IM
(1:55.58), followed closely by
second place finisher Kiepfer
(1:57.30). Kenyon lost their
last race, the 200 yard medley
relay, by .05 seconds.
In a letter to the team, assistant coach and Kenyon alum
'01, Jessen Book said, "De
spite all of our season-endin- g

wall

successes, somewhat erroneously, Kenyon has never been
known as a team that pulls out
all the stops for a dual meet.
While it is important to swim
we do not apwell
proach dual meets as merely
opportunities to massage our
s
record."
He continued, "Yet, this
weekend and our meet with
the University of Toledo, was
different. Having had very
mixed swims against Toledo
in the past, we decided to
spotlight this meet and to use
it as a chance to swim fast
against a fast team. By no
means did we rest for this meet;
in-seas-

on,

win-los-

nevertheless, we did put a greater
focus on it than we would normally. Rather than just training,
setting a lineup, and swimming a
meet, we prepared for this one. As
coaches, we did our homework.
We scouted Toledo, made a compilation of their
best
swims, tracked how each com
in-seas- on

matchups in the past, Coach
Steen was quick to tell us all
that the faster Toledo swam,
the faster we would swim.
Each team would feed off the
competitiveness of the other,
and, in turn, push everyone to
new heights. With this in mind,
Coach did something superfi-

cially counterintuitive

he

called the Toledo coach and told
swimhim exactly who
ming in each event and what
we expected each person to go.
This was done with the idea
that the Toledo squad could
we-we-

re

indeed arrange their best
lineup and truly bring us a fantastic meet this weekend."
And that they did. Lord's
swimming represents a Kenyon
attitude, a way of approaching
obstacles and, better yet, chal-

lenges. Here they are,
Kenyon's finest, and this is
just the beginning. Book
closed out his letter with this

statement. "This weekend
functioned as an important reminder of who we are and how
we swim." The Lords travel to
University of North Carolina
3
Nov.
for their next
matchup.
21-2-

Ballroom Dance steps up at Purdue Competition
team shows off skills just one week after great performance at Michigan comp

Newcomer-lade- n
BYJAYHELMER
Sports Editor
n

their second

competi-I'o- n

jn as many weeks, the
Kenyon College Ballroom
Dance Club played underdog
as

they

competed in an event
Purdue University last
weekend. Just one week after
'heir second place finish at the
Michigan competition, the
dub took just 12 dancers to
his competition,
including
a'

eight

newcomers.

As a

result of a smaller
team, the
overall results were
not as good as
the previous
Week. However, the event
d
another standout performance by the team's president,
Junior Ksenia
Sokolyanskaya
fea-ture-

and her partner Alex Timokin.
Timokin, who is from the
Columbus Dance Sport Academy,
competed with Sokolyanskaya in
seven events, six of them at the
silver level. The pair won four

events overall, taking the blue
ribbon in silver waltztango, silver cha charumba, silver swing
bolero and novice cha cha
rumbaswing. They also took
second international Latin cha
charumba and silver sambajive
and fourth in silver foxtrot
Viennese waltz. Said sophomore Becky Pogany about the
team's star couple, "Ksenia and
Alex dazzled everyone in the
room, as always. When they are
on the floor, it's impossible to
look away."
When asked about the rest

of her teammates, Pogany said,
I'm really proud of our newcomers our babies they're
amazingly talented and spirited." Kenyon's eight newcomers, seven of whom are members of Kenyon's class of 2006
and one student frorrj Mount
Vernon Nazarene University,
competed in 23 dances.
The group was led by
Stephen Hammer from MVNU,
r
who teamed up with
Kate Brooks. The pair won the
newcomer quickstep and finished fourth in the newcomer
foxtrot. Another pair of
that shone were Brian
Neenan and Debra Stone who
stepped their way to a second
place finish in the newcomer
tango. Neenan's busy day was
first-yea-

first-yea-

rs

far from over, as he and first-yeMarta Evans garnered two
third places.
The other first-yecouple
of note was
Peter
Catlin and Allyson Whipple,
who took home fourth in the
ar

ar

first-yea-

rs

newcomer tango. Although
the team brought only one
bronze level couple to Purdue,
they did dance well, as Pogany
and junior David Ashe took
fourth in international tango.
Sokolyanskaya appeared
pleased with the individual
performaces of her team, "I
think individually we did just
as well as at the Michigan

representative of the club as a
whole, but I think that the success of our newcomers speaks
volumes for the potential accomplishments of the team." The
next competition for the Ballroom
Dance Club is this weekend when
they will compete at the Youth
College Network National Championships in Columbus.

Game Day:
KCBDC
Nationals

Saturd-

competition."

ay-Sunday

Pogany agreed with her
teammate's assessment, saying, "The results might not be

in Columbus
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Take the 'world's greatest' roadtrip to Western Pa.
Perhaps no other city in the
Midwest has made more of an effort to capitalize on a global reputation for campy tourist superlatives than Sharon, Penn., a former
steel city on the border between
Pennsylvania and Ohio. Travelers
could easily pass by this city as
casually as one might pass through
Youngstown, Mansfield or other
relatively unsought locales, but
Sharon has a knack for attracting
visitors. Certainly anyone who
grew up in Northeastern Ohio or
Western Pennsylvania has been
there more than once, and anyone

BY LUKE WITMAN
Editor-in-Chi-

ef

Since the invention of the
family vacation, cities around the
world have been luring
to attractions with names like
"world's largest" and "world's
y
fascinabest." This
tion with all that is kitsch has become engrained in American pop
culture. Today it is almost irresistible not to make that stop on your
drive home to Minneapolis to get
your photo taken in front of "the
world's biggest ball of twine."
road-trippe-

rs
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Kraynak' s brings Christmas
to life at Sharon superstore
As a child growing up south
it is hard to remember many things looked forward to more than annual family
trips to Kraynak's in Sharon. Each
year, around the first weekend in

of Youngstown,

December, the whole family
would get in the car and head off
to the huge Christmas store to get
new bulbs for the tree and peruse

miles of holiday decorations.
These trips always involved
chocolate at Daffin's down the
street and dinner at the renowned
Quaker Steak and Lube, and they
lent themselves to fond Christmas
memories.
But it wasn't the Christmas
tree bulbs the chocolate or the
chicken wings that were looked
forward to, but rather the huge
robotic Christmas displays the
store created to exhibit their products. The 300-foindoor, startlit
avenue is billed as you guessed
it "The World's Largest Holiday
Display." The avenue is lined with
60 uniquely designed artificial
Christmas trees, each tree created
with a specific theme and compleanimented by a cast of life-lik- e
mated robotic characters. The robots decorate trees, ice skate,
throw snow balls and are simply
dazzling. There is even an animated nativity.
Located at 2525 East State
Street in downtown Sharon,
Kraynak's "Santa's Christmasland"
is open from Sept. 10 through
Christmas Eve and is completely
free. It is open from 9 a.m. to 9
p.m. Monday through Saturday
and 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Sunday.
ot

Of course, the display is enjoyed
by youngsters throughout the
area, but "Christmasland" will
surely bring out the child in anyone. It is impossible not to smile
when faced by impious Christmas
elves ice skating to the melodies
of the season.

Of course Kraynak's isn't
just the home of "The World's
Largest Holiday Display," it is
also "The World's Largest
Christmas Store." There is a
huge selection of artificial trees,
glass ornaments from around the
world, unusual and rare novelties, silk flowers, wreaths, ribbon, wrapping paper and everything you could possibly imagine to accent your home for the
holidays. In addition, there is
also a greenhouse, a floral boutique and a gift shop full of na-

tivities, religious gifts, handmade ceramics, holiday candles
and accessories. The wooden
and electric train collection is
simply astonishing. Their lifelike treks around the showroom
will mesmerize you.
Of course, Kraynak's is
and attracts
open year-roun- d
visitors well after Christmas is
over. Between Feb. 15 and Easter Sunday, "Christmasland" be-

comes "Easter Bunny Lane."
This magical spring scene is
complemented by a lifesize replica of the Candyland board
game. Still, the best time to visit
is during the Christmas season,
and the animated display is sure
to put the holiday spirit in even
the scroogiest of humbugs.

candy-fille-

E

d

glass cases. Still, this

is not the reason that Daffin's

Take OH-22- 9
W ... 5 miles
Right on OH-1- 3
N ...22 miles
Merge onto
N ... 40 miles
Merge onto
E ... 60 miles
Merge onto
E ... 20 miles
Merge onto US-6- 2
E ... 6 miles
1--

1--

1--
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who has not yet visited will be surprised at how many "world's
bests" a small Midwestern locale
can pack into its city limits.
As recently as a decade ago,
Sharon was quickly falling into
oblivion with rising crime, a declining population and a local school
district in financial crisis. At one
point, local unemployment was as
high as 24 percent. However, thanks
to a dramatic restoration project and
a new focus on a burgeoning local
tourist industry, the city has recently
experienced a dramatic upswing.
Sharon is located in Pennsylvania's
Mercer County, only a two and a
half hour drive from Kenyon. It is
almost equidistant from three major cities, Akron, Cleveland and
Pittsburgh, about 50 miles from
each. The population is comparable
to that of Mount Vernon
16,000
versus 15,000 but the downtown
area is bustling with visitors, making the city seem much bigger than
it really is.
It is difficult to point out a
single attraction that draws visitors to Sharon, because the city is
host to seven or eight "world's
best" locales. This makes Sharon
an ideal family destination. There
is a little something for everyone.
Moms and dads, kids and college
students, men and women will all
find something of interest here.

Daffin's Candies

in down-

town Sharon bills itself as "The
World's Largest Candy Store,"
and hungry shoppers could spend
literally hours perusing miles of

at discounted prices. The showroom is divided into four floors,
featuring over 100,000 square feet

at-

tracts so many visitors. Located at
496 East State Street, this store is
home to "The Chocolate Kingdom," half medieval candyland,
half zoo, all edible. The kingdom
houses a 500 pound chocolate
rhinocerous, a 400 pound chocolate turtle, a 125 pound chocolate
reindeer, 75 pound chocolate
frogs, rabbits, a train, a village, a
working ferris wheel and lots of
castles. Some of the sugary creations are truly
and
Daffin's offers free samples of
their products while you peruse
them.
awe-inspirin-

of merchandise. Even though this
is a discount store, it does not offer second-han- d
or rejected merchandise like factory shops.
In the early 1990s, facing astronomical unemployment and an
economy doomed to failure in the
absence of the steel industry, owners of Daffin's, Reyer's and The
Winner as well as a popular restaurant Quaker Steak and Lube and
the holiday store Kraynak's joined
forces in an effort to create the
"World's Largest Shopping Experience." With the Christmas season quickly approaching, Sharon
is an ideal place to get all your holiday shopping done in one place.

g,

Just down the road from
Daffin's at 69 East State Street is
Reyer's, "The World's Largest
Shoe Store." People come from all
over the Midwest to browse
through Reyer's 175,000 pairs in
stock. The store is so big that it
employs over 200 full time workers. Reyer's is especially well
known for having shoes in colors
and sizes unavailable in the
world's smaller shoe stores. The
store boasts that it sells men's
shoes in sizes 6 to 22 and women's
sizes 2 to 14. Reyer's is so busy
that a man in a suit stands at the
center of the showroom calling out
numbers to let shoppers know that
one of the sales people is free to
help them.
Of course, Sharon didn't stop
its superlative fashion industry at
shoes. The Winner, located at 32
West State Street, is called "The
e
World's Largest
Fashion
Store," and even though the superlative might seem esoteric, the
clothes are meant to be affordable
and appropriate for the masses.
The boutique offers designer fashions and accessories from places
like Neiman Marcus, Nordstroms,
Talbots and Saks Fifth Avenue, all

Just outside of Sharon

in

Grove City, at the intersection of
and State Rt. 208, is one of
the biggest shopping centers in the
nation. The Grove City Prime Outlets are home to over 140 stores.
The stores are open from 10 a.m.
to 9 p.m. Monday through Saturday and from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. on
Sunday. The mall's location on the
state border lends itself to its huge
size, since there is no sales tax on
clothes purchased in Pennsylvania. The outlets are already packed
with shoppers from Pennsylvania
and Ohio looking for holiday deals
at stores like Gap, Pacific
1-- 79

--

Sunwear, Brooks Brothers,

J.

Crew and Bath and Body Works.
It might be quirky and off the
beaten path, but Sharon, Penn. is
a great American destination that
demonstrates our fascination with
everything superlative. The best
time to visit is during the Christmas season, so take a weekend and
make the short drive to Western
Pennsylvania. Local tourist officials promise you will have the
world's greatest time.

Off-Pric-

There's no secret; it's in the sauce
Chances are that most people
Midwest have heard of
Quaker Steak and Lube even if
they have not had the opportunity
to eat there. In just over a decade,
a small restaurant in Sharon has
become so famous that it has entered the popular Midwestern vocabulary. It was even an answer
to a question on a recent episode
of Jeopardy. Whereas other restaurants have made a name for

you are making a huge mistake.

Of course the Sharon Quaker

in the

themselves relatively quickly
through advertising, Quaker Steak
has gained fame on a different
strength: great food.
If you ask the locals, they will
say it is even more than great food.
They'll say it's the best food, it's
unbelievable food. Quaker Steak
and Lube is as much a piece of
urban mythology as it is a restaurant. The eatery was founded in
1971 at a vacated gasoline service
station in Sharon, but it was not
that the estabuntil the
lishment started to gain a local
reputation and eventually a national one. Today the restaurant
has expanded into a franchise
mid-198-

0s

Steak and Lube is true to its
humble service station beginnings
and the restaurant's "Hod Rod
Cafe" is an homage to American

roadsters. Entire automobiles
company with 1 1 locations. There
is even one in Columbus, near Polaris, at 8500 Lycra Drive. But
nothing compares to the original
experience in Sharon.
If you don't already know,
Quaker Steak is famous for one
thing: wings. It is hard to imagine
any restaurant making a name for
itself out of one product as well as
they do here. The wings are served
in 16 sauces, everything from
Parmesan Pepper to Louisiana
Lickers a Cajun flavor that is
probably the most famous. If you
order the super hot "Atomic" variety, the restaurant makes you sign
a health release form. Of course the
menu contains salads and burgers
and steaks, but if you come to
Quaker Steak and don't order at
least a couple buckets of wings,

'

dangle from the wall and ceiling,
as well as lots of speedway memorabilia. The menu is automotive
themed as well, and salads and
burgers are always served with
homemade "lubes."
If local fanfare and Jeopardy fame don't woo you, then
you need to see the virtually endless list of awards Quaker Steak
and Lube has garnered from every magazine, newspaper, wings
in the
festival and rib cook-of- f
Midwest. It's hard to imagine the
restaurant has ever entered a
contest it hasn't won. Check out
a list of awards and the menu
at Quaker Steak's website:
www.lubewings.com.

Quaker Steak and Lube is located at 101 Chestnut Street in
downtown Sharon, and it is open
yearround, even on holidays.

